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This is the second social responsibility 
report issued by Shenzhen Investment 
Holdings Co., Ltd. It discloses our CSR 
practices and management methods 
in 2019, presenting our performance 
on serving the development strategy of 
Shenzhen and facilitating the economic, 
social and environmental development.

About This Report
Reporting Period

This report covers the period from 
January 1 to December 31, 2019 and 
includes additional information beyond 
the stated reporting period in order 
to enhance the comparability and 
perspectiveness of this Report. 

Data Source

The data in the report is from official 
documents, statistical reports or relevant 
publicly available information of the 
Company.

Reliability Assurance

We assure this report contains no 
fictitious record, misleading statement, 
or material omission.

References

For better readability, Shenzhen 
Investment Holdings Co., Ltd. is referred 
to as "SIHC", "the Company" or "we" in 
this report.

Report Access

This report is available in both printed 
and electronic versions. You may 
download the electronic version from 
our website, or request printed version 
via e-mail. 

Reporting Scope

With "Shenzhen Investment Holdings 
Co., Ltd." as the primary reporting entity, 
this report also includes its wholly-
owned subsidiaries and controlled 
subsidiaries.

GRI Sustainability Reporting Standards 
(GRI Standards) issued by Global 
Sustainability Standard Board (GSSB).
Guidelines to the State-owned 
Enterprises on Better Fulfilling Corporate 
Social Responsibilities released by the 
State-owned Assets Supervision and 
Administration Commission of the State 
Council (SASAC) .
GB/T 36001-2015 Guidance on Social 
Responsibility Reporting issued by the 
Standardization Administration of China.
Guidelines on Corporate Social 
Responsibility Reporting for Chinese 
Enterprises (CASS-CSR 4.0) issued by 
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences.

Basis of Preparation
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The year 2019 marked the 70th anniversary of the 
founding of the People's Republic of China, the 40th 
anniversary of the establishment of Shenzhen, and 
the 15th anniversary of Shenzhen Investment Holdings 
Co., Ltd. (SIHC). We herein would like to express our 
sincere appreciation for our shareholders, business 
partners and employees. Last year, guided by Xi Jinping 
Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for 
a New Era, we closely followed national and municipal 
development strategies, and strove to develop two 
economic areas – Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao 
Greater Bay Area and Shenzhen Pilot Demonstration 
Area. We also focused on our key function as a state-
owned enterprise (SOE) to serve the overall interests of 
our country, our city, industries we are in and the public. 
Following the concepts of sustainable development, 
deepening the overall reform, and strengthening 
leadership and building of the Communist Party of China, 
we successfully achieved splendid outcomes both in 
corporate size and corporate governance. In 2019, we 
were recognized as a "Top 500 Chinese Enterprise" and 
"Top 500 Enterprises of China's Service Industry". Two of 
our corporate governance examples won First Prize and 
Second Prize for the Achievements of China Enterprise 
Reform and Development, which further improved our 
brand reputation and social recognition, laying a solid 
foundation for us to build a world-class state-owned 
capital investment company. 

Message from the Chairman

Striving to serve the overall interests and become a 
pillar of Shenzhen
Despite complicated overseas business environment and 
increasing downward pressure on domestic economy, we 
achieved unparalleled operating performance, with RMB 
699.5 billion in total assets, RMB 199.3 billion in revenue, 
RMB 25.2 billion in total profit, and RMB 16.2 billion in 
taxes. We have become a pillar and backbone that 
supports the growth of state-owned assets in Shenzhen. 
Closely following national strategies such as the Belt and 
Road Initiative, and the Greater Bay Area development, 
we have kept our highest standard in designing and 
constructing Shenzhen-Hong Kong Science and 
Technology Innovation Cooperation Zone and aim 
to build a pioneer zone for international innovative 
cooperation. We also achieved tremendous progress in 
our key industrial park projects including Shenzhen Bay 
Super Headquarters Base and Shenzhen International 
Exchange Center. Our China-Vietnam (Shenzhen-
Haiphong) Economic and Trade Cooperation Zone has 
also become a model project among industrial parks 
built in the Belt and Road countries. On the capital market 
end, we firmly implemented the "four RMB 100 billion" 
private enterprise bailout program led by Shenzhen 
government, and provided key financial support worth 
over RMB 20 billion to 55 private companies through 
equity and debt financing, helping these companies go 
through economy downturns.

Powering main businesses with innovation
Focusing on technological innovation and industrial 
growth, we strive to build an industry ecosystem 
consisting of three mutually connected industrial clusters 
– sci-tech finance, science & technology parks, and 
high-tech industry. In the tech-enabled finance sector, 
we have devoted ourselves to establishing a tech-
enabled financial investment holding platform. In 2019, 
we substantially improved the capital strength of our 
financial companies, and have been actively seeking 
for new financial license acquisition opportunities 
in the market. Our securities and guaranteed loans 
companies also outperformed their competitors. With 
these accomplishments, we aim to build a multi-function 
financial service ecosystem covering full life cycle 
development of companies. In the science & technology 
parks sector, we further implement our strategy to 
operate "multiple parks in one area". In 2019, we set up 
corporate service centers in our science and technology 
parks in Shenzhen Bay area , and successfully introduced 
China Kunpeng Industry Open Source Innovation Center, 
further strengthening the park's capability to serve its 
commercial residents. Our domestic industrial parks 
outside of Shenzhen, such as Dongguan, Wuhan and 
Baoding parks, have been making steady progresses; 
our international science & technology innovation 
centers at Silicon Valley and Belgium have come into 
service. Promoting the innovation-driven development 
strategy, we invested over RMB 1 billion in research and 
innovation, injecting strong impetus to the development 
of our company.

Taking a market-oriented approach to build a leading 
SOE through reforms
In 2019, we took advantage of three reform policies in 
our business development – "Benchmarking against 
Singapore Temasek", "Double Hundred Action" work 
plan for SOE reform, and the regional reform of state-
owned assets and SOEs in Shenzhen. With such 
reforms, we developed a more systematic, integrated 
and coordinated approach to make breakthroughs in 
key areas such as authorization system and corporate 
governance, recruitment and appointment, and incentive 
and constraint mechanism. We strive to become a 
market-oriented and state-owned capital investment 
company with a sound governance system and high 
inherent vitality. In 2019, we implemented "Public 
Company +" strategy, completed the merger between 
Shenzhen Beauty Star Co., Ltd. (002243.SZ) and Leaguer 
Group Co., Ltd., becoming a pioneer in the public listing of 
science and technology service enterprises. In addition, 
we acquired Infinova (002528.SZ), an industry leader in 
security, to better serve the construction of smart cities in 
the Greater Bay Area. By promoting coordinated efforts 
of all state-owned capital in Shenzhen, we steadily 
facilitated the restructuring and consolidation of SOEs, 
to accelerate strategic restructuring and professional 
consolidation in achieving optimized state-owned 
capital and resource allocation.

Building a world-class company by fulfilling social 
responsibilities
While creating economic value, we also further 
amplify social value creation, and well integrate social 
responsibilities into our corporate strategy, management 
and daily operation. In 2019, our employees devoted 
nearly 10,000 hours in volunteer services. We completed 
over 1,000 government receptions and successfully 
hosted over 100 expo events, including China Hi-tech 
Fair, China (Shenzhen) International Cultural Industry 
Fair, and China Marine Economy Expo. Our cultural and 
sports venues opened in free hours and attracted over 3.5 
million citizens during the year. We also introduced and 
practiced low-carbon philosophy in our daily businesses: 
Shenzhen Water Planning & Design Institute, one of 
our subsidiaries, promoted wastewater treatment and 
carried out Quality Drinking Water project; Shenzhen 
Shentou Environmental Protection Technology was 
recognized as a model demonstration pilot for building a 
zero-waste city. Utilizing financial resources to promote 
environmental protection, we made contributions to 
building Shenzhen into one of environmental friendly 
cities, where mankind lives together with nature in 
harmony. Moreover, we scaled up efforts in targeted 
poverty alleviation and rural rejuvenation, and alleviated 
poverty through promoting industrial growth, education, 
consumption and more financial services, with total 
investment of over RMB 33 million in poverty alleviation 
projects.

With 15 years of hard work, we strive to make new 
achievements based on our past accomplishments. 
Standing at this historical point, we will focus on our 
corporate strategies and our mission, actively fulfill social 
responsibilities and practice sustainable development 
concepts, striving to become an example of SOE reforms 
and actively implementing municipal development 
strategies. With a goal of becoming a Fortune Global 
500 company, we will accelerate our pace towards a 
world-class company and deliver satisfying results 
to shareholders, clients and society, so as to make 
greater contributions to building Shenzhen into a 
pilot demonstration area of socialism with Chinese 
characteristics and an example for China to build itself 
into a powerful modern socialist country.

Wang Yongjian
Party Secretary and Chairman of SIHC 
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Organizational structure

About Us

Established in October 2004, Shenzhen Investment Holdings Co., Ltd. (SIHC) develops itself in three stages – restructuring & 
privatization of state-owned enterprises (SOEs), transfer & consolidation of public institutions, and transformation & innovation-
driven development, and has grown into a state-owned capital investment company specializing in sci-tech finance, science & 
technology industrial parks, and emerging and high-end service industries.

Corporate profile

Gather innovation resources, cultivate 
forward-looking and strategic  
emerging industry, and serve the 
modern and innovative international 
metropolis 

Corporate culture

Our Performance in 2019

Mission

Vision

Function
Create an innovative city, accelerate 
science & technology industry 
development, and build a world-
class state-owned capital investment 
company

About Us

Undertake three core functions 
including investment and financing, 
industry development, and capital 
operation, with a view to becoming 
a platform gathering  innovation 
resources

Party 
Committee

Board of Directors 
(Executive 

Committee)

Management 
Team

Board of 
Supervisors 
of Discipline 
Inspection 

Commission

Total assets

¥ 699.5 billion

Net assets

¥ 305.5 billion

Revenue

¥ 199.3 billion

Total taxes

¥ 16.2 billion

NO. 256
  Top 500 Chinese 

Enterprises in 2019

NO. 99
 Top 500 Enterprises of 

China's Service
 Industry in 2019

Profit before tax

¥ 25.2 billion
Strategy and 

Budget 
Committee

Party 
Committee 

Office

Capital 
Operation 

Department

Financial 
Development 
Department

Science & 
Technology 

Industrial Parks 
Department

Industrial 
Management 
Department

Audit 
Department

Assessment 
and 

Distribution 
Department

Legal and Risk 
Management 
Department

Strategic 
Research 

Department
Finance 

Department
General 

Management 
Department

Human 
Resources 

Department 

Discipline 
Inspection and 

Supervision 
Office

Nomination 
Committee

Remuneration 
and 

Assessment 
Committee

Audit and Risk 
Management 

Committee
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Three industrial clusters

Emerging & High-End Service Industries Cluster

Emerging & High-End 
Service Industries 

Cluster

Science & Technology 
Industrial Parks Cluster

Financial Services 
Cluster

Technological Innovation
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Provide merger and acquisition projects

Provide merger and acquisition capital

Input industrial elements

Provide physical space

Associate Companies 

Wholly-owned Subsidiaries and Controlled Subsidiaries

Financial Services Cluster

让        资        产        更        智        慧

清华研究院

人大干部培训中心

深圳会展中心 深投教育

深圳市粤剧团

Hubei Shentoukong 
Investment Development 

Co., Ltd.

Guosen Securities Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Investment Holdings 
Capital Co., Ltd.

Ping An Insurance (Group) 
Company Of China, Ltd.

China Southern Asset 
Management Co., Ltd.

China Merchants Pingan Amc

Shenzhen Kunpeng Equity 
Investment Management Co., 

Ltd.

Shenzhen Hti Group Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Angel FOF 
Management Co., Ltd.

Guotai Junan Securities Co., Ltd.

China State-Owned Capital Venture 
Capital Fund Co., Ltd.

China Merchants Life Insurance Co., 
Ltd.

Shenzhen Urban Construction 
Development (Group) Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Shenyue United 
Investment Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Transportation 
Depot Group Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Water Planning & 
Design Institute Co., Ltd.

Hebei Shenbao Investment 
Development Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Shentou 
Property Development 

Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Transportation 
Design & Research 
Institute Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Properties & Resources 
Development (Group) Ltd.

Shenzhen Special Economic 
Zone Real Estate & Properties 

(Group) Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Shenfubao 
(Group) Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Jianan 
(Group) Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen-Hong Kong Science and 
Technology Innovation Cooperation 

Zone Development Co., Ltd.

Eternal Asia Supply Chain 
Management Ltd.

Shenzhen Tongchan Group 
Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Convention 
& Exhibition Center 

Management Co., Ltd.

Shenzen Guest House Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen People's Congress 
Cadre Training Center Co., Ltd.

Telling Telecommunication 
Holding Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Textile
 (Holdings) Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Shentou 
Education Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Shentou Cultural 
Investment Co., Ltd.

The Orchid Conservation & 
Research Center Of Shenzhen

Yunhai Hotel Co., Ltd.

Research Institute of Tsinghua 
University in Shenzhen

Shenzhen Shentou 
Environment Technology Co., 

Ltd.

Shenzhen Wuzhou Guest 
House Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Dongpeng 
Science&Technology 

Development Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Sports Center 
Operation & Management Co., 

Ltd.

Shenzhen Concert Hall 
Operation & Management Co., 

Ltd.

Shenzhen Grand Theatre 
Operation & Management Co., 

Ltd.

Shenzhen Infinova Limited

Shenzhen Talent Group Co., 
Ltd.

Shenzhen Yinhu Convention 
Center (Hotel) Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Investment 
Holdings Bay Area 

Development Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Liyuan Hotel Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Cantonese Opera 
Troupe Co., Ltd.

Shen Zhen Performance 
Company LimitedShenzhen General Institute 

of Architectural Design And 
Research Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Bay Technology 
Development Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Credit Guarantee 
Group Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen TopoScend Capital 
Co., Ltd.

China Resources Szitic Trust 
Co., Ltd.

Guoren Property 
and Casualty 

Insurance Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Bay Area 
Urban Construction and 
Development Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Xiangmihu 
International Exchange Center 

Development Co., Ltd.

深投发展
深总院

深越公司

湾区发展

Science & Technology Industrial Parks Cluster
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2019
With annual revenue exceeding RMB 
190 billion, SIHC was listed among 
"Top 500 Chinese Enterprises" and 
"Top 500 Enterprises of China's 
Service Industry".
Won first and second prizes for the 
Achievements of China Enterprise 
Reform and Development 2019.
Inaugurated the construction of 
Shenzhen-Hong Kong Science and 
Technology Innovation Cooperation 
Zone.

Financial companies under SIHC 
played significant roles in the "four 
RMB 100 billion" private enterprise 
bailout program of Shenzhen.
Successfully issued the country's first 
corporate bond exclusively targeting 
the development of the Guangdong-
Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area.
Acquired controlling shares of 
Shenzhen Infinova Ltd. (Infinova) 
(002528.SZ).

2018

Silicon Valley Shenzhen Bay 
Technology Innovation Center 
started operation; Belgium Shenzhen 
Bay Technology Innovation Center 
started into trial operation.
Managed and operated Shenzhen's 
first fund of funds (FoF), Shenzhen 
Angel Capital Guiding Fund, with a 
capital size of RMB 5 billion.

Proposed FC Bayern Football 
School Shenzhen.

Started the construction of 
Baoding-Shenzhen Hi-Tech 
Innovation Industry Zone, the 
first offsite industrial park, and 
signed projects such as Wuhan 
Hanjang Bay Area Science & 
Innovation Headquarters and 
Dongguan Qingxi Technology 
and Ecology City.20172014

Guosen Securities Co., 
Ltd. (Guosen Securities) 
(002736.SZ) under SIHC went 
public, which was of great 
significance for SIHC to serve 
the real economy.

2011
Secured the successful holding of 
the 26th Summer Universiade.
Planned the layout of six industrial 
parks, including Shenzhen 
Bay Eco-Tech Park, leading the 
transformation and upgrade 
of high-tech industrial parks in 
Shenzhen.

2005

2015
2015 Shenzhen International 
Innovator Week was launched 
on Shenzhen Bay Venture 
Plaza.
Shenzhen Software Industrial 
Base was appointed as the 
National Mass Innovation 
and Entrepreneurship Week 
Shenzhen Venue.

National Mass Innovation and Entrepreneurship Week

2013
Shenzhen Software Industrial Base

2004

2008

2012

In October 2004, SIHC was found to serve 
the municipal development strategies 
and deepen the reform of state-owned 
assets and enterprises in Shenzhen. 
Over the past 15 years, SIHC has been 
consistently following the trend of Reform 
and Opening-up, moving forward along 
with Shenzhen.

Shenzhen Software Industrial 
Base was built; SIHC 
Industrial Park Development 
and Operation Co., Ltd. 
(predecessor of Shenzhen Bay 
Technology Development Co., 
Ltd.) was found.

Corporate 
History

Shenzhen Investment Holdings Co., 
Ltd.  was found on September 30, 
2004, starting its journey of serving the 
development of Shenzhen.

Transformation & innovation-driven 
development

SIHC adheres to the mission of "gather 
innovation resources, cultivate forward-
looking and strategic  emerging industries, 
and serve the modern and innovative 
international metropolis", forging ahead 
and embarking on a new chapter of high-
quality growth.

SIHC was incorporated through 
the merger of three former 
state-owned asset operation 
and management companies, 
i.e. Shenzhen Investment 
Management Co., Ltd., Shenzhen 
Commercial Trade Holdings Co., 
Ltd., and Shenzhen Construction 
Holdings Co., Ltd.

Leveraged the market-driven 
approach to explore ways of 
managing non-performing 
assets, and stripped assets from 
restructuring of SOEs.

After years of efforts, SIHC has grown from 
a consortium of over 100 companies in a 
variety of industries into three industrial 
clusters in sci-tech finance, science & 
technology industrial parks, and emerging 
& high-end service industries, embarking on 
a new journey.

Transfer & consolidation of public 
institutions

2006

The Municipal Government of Shenzhen 
launched the reform of public institutions, and 
transferred the ownership of 388 companies 
and public institutions to SIHC, clearly defining 
the role of SIHC as a platform to transform public 
institutions into corporations .
Launched and completed three institutional 
reforms in labor relations, human resources, and 
salary distribution.

2007

The restructuring of 24 state-
owned first-tier subsidiaries, 
including Construction Group, 
Shipping Corporation and 
Tourism Group, was basically 
completed.

2009

Expedited building a modern 
corporate system, continued 
to improve the corporate 
governance structure, and 
launched the pilot of setting 
up Board of Directors in 
subsidiaries.

2010

Optimized state-owned capital 
and resource allocation, and 
innovated in consolidation 
and restructuring models for 
originally entrusted companies 
and part of the transferred 
companies.

Explored ways of building 
a categorized assessment 
system for subsidiaries, and 
won first prize of the Enterprise 
Management Modernization 
Innovation Achievements of 
Guangdong Province.

Shenzhen Beauty Star Co., 
Ltd. (Shenzhen Beauty Star) 
(002243.SZ) under SIHC went 
public, becoming the first 
municipal SOE in Shenzhen 
listed on the Small and 
Medium-sized Enterprise 
Board.

Shenzhen Tongchan Group Co., Ltd.Shenzhen Investment Building Shenzhen Bay Eco-Tech Park

Rated "A+" by Fitch, "A" by S&P 
and "A2" by Moody's.
Included in "Double Hundred 
Action" work plan for SOE 
reform.
SIHC's proposals of corporate 
reform of benchmarking 
against Singapore Temasek 
and building a technology 
financial holding platform were 
approved.

Acquired controlling shares 
of Hopewell Highway 
Infrastructure Limited (0737.
HK) and Eternal Asia Supply 
Chain Management Ltd. 
(Eternal Asia) (002183.SZ).

08 Corporate History

2016
National Mass Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship Week (Shenzhen 
Venue) and the Second Shenzhen 
International Innovator Week kicked 
off on Shenzhen Bay Venture Plaza. 
Premier Li Keqiang attended the events.
SIHC set out its aspiration to become 
a comprehensive financial holding 
company in its 13th Five-Year Plan.
Held controlling shares of Telling 
Telecommunication Holding Co., Ltd. 
(Telling Communication) (000829.
SZ) and Cinda Property and Casualty 
Insurance Co., Ltd.

Participated in setting up the largest 
state-owned venture capital fund in 
China, with an initial size of RMB 100 
billion. 
Launched the construction of 
Shenzhen's first overseas industrial 
park— China-Vietnam (Shenzhen-
Haiphong) Economic and Trade 
Cooperation Zone undertaken by 
SIHC.
Launched corporate reform of 
benchmarking against Singapore 
Temasek.

Premier Li Keqiang attended the National Mass 
Innovation and Entrepreneurship Week in Shenzhen

Opening and signing ceremony of Shenzhen Angel Investment 
Guiding Fund

The first  batch of projects of Shenzhen-Hong Kong 
Science & Technology Innovation Cooperation Zone 
kicked off

Restructuring and privatization 
of SOEs
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Our finance business 
involves securities, 
insurance, guarantee, 
fund, trust, venture 
capital, and internet 
finance, etc.

Total number of funds 

42
GFA of existing and 
future industrial parks
 

30+ 
million m2

Total fund size  

¥ 81.1  
billion

Total assets of emerging 
and high-end service 
industries 

¥
 82.5 

 billion

Serving Technological 
Innovation and Industry 
Development in Shenzhen

Pooling Strength for Social 
Progress

Building a World-Class State-
Owned Capital Investment 
Company

Percentage of city's 
annual industrial 
hazardous waste 
disposal treated 

60 %

Total number of 
employees

84,436

Contributing to Green 
Development of the City

2019 Highlights

Total assets 

¥
 699.5 billion

Annual investment in 
environmental protection 

¥
 500 million

Profit before tax 

¥
  25.2 billion

Investment in poverty 
alleviation 

 ¥
 33.04 

million

Total market value of 
listed companies 

¥
  171.6 billion

Total area of certified 
one-star and two-star 
green buildings 

2.33 
million m2

Revenue  

¥
 199.3 

billion

Staff training participants 

260,000

Total amount of 
hazardous waste 
disposed annually 

164,000 tons

Environmental 
emergencies properly 
handled in 2019

9 cases

Total taxes 

 

¥
 16.2 

billion

Total donation 

¥
 2.53 

million

Innovation 
and research 
investment 

¥
 1.08 billion

Volunteer service time 

9,673 
hours

2019 Highlights

Number of companies 
successfully going public 
with the support of our 
service

680+
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CSR Management

Aiming to create economic, social and environment company values, we fulfill corporate social 
responsibility and integrate sustainability into enterprise management and daily operation, in order to 
achieve sustainable, healthy, stable and high-quality growth.

CSR governance

Stakeholder communication

SIHC has established a comprehensive CSR organizational structure, and developed it into three 
interconnected tiers – the leadership, functional departments, and subsidiaries. Under the headquarters' 
management, each department and office is assigned with clear roles and duties, and each subsidiary 
fulfills responsibilities. In this way, we have further enhanced our CSR governance to ensure clear 
responsibilities and effective implementation.

To gain support from and build trust with stakeholders, we constantly improve stakeholder communication 
mechanism, solicit their opinions, and respond to their expectations and demands with specific actions. 

Driving economic and social 
development
Complying with relevant laws and 
regulations
Maintaining and increasing the value 
of state-owned assets
Enhancing corporate competitiveness 

Mutual benefits
Common development

Developing community public utilities
Community communication

Salary and welfare guarantee
Providing a safe working environment
Employee care

Developing green finance
Protecting the urban environment
Innovation of environmental protection 
technologies
Biodiversity conservation 

Providing guidance and support
Clarifying responsibilities
Promoting innovation
Management, coordination and 
services

Providing standardized and efficient 
services
Responding to customer needs

Supporting industrial development
Operation in compliance
Optimizing state-owned capital and 
resource allocation
Integrating Party building into 
business development

Signing cooperation agreements
Carrying out diversified cooperation

Improving the quality of public 
service
Supporting targeted poverty 
alleviation
Volunteer services

Timely and full payment of wages 
and social securities
Promoting work safety
Establishing a fair promotion 
mechanism
Balancing work and life 

Serving the development of green 
industry
Disposal and treatment of hazardous 
waste
Carrying out urban water 
environment treatment
Orchidaceae conservation

Providing customized service
Business performance assessment
Carrying out daily management
Meetings and discussion

Providing financial support
Building science and technology 
parks
Providing full-life-cycle services

CSR honors

Explorations and Practices of 
SIHC in Building a Top State-
owned Investment Corporation 
won First Prize of Achievements 
of China Enterprise Reform 
and Development in 2019

SIHC received award of 
"Outstanding Contributor 
in Promoting Poverty 
Alleviation in Sandu Shui 
Autonomous County"

Shenzhen Jianan (Group) Co., 
Ltd. ( Jianan Tower, Chaozhou 
Bridge) won 2019 China 
Construction Engineering 
Luban Prize

Shenzhen Investment Holdings 
Capital Co., Ltd. was awarded 
as  "2019 Top 10 Growing 
Limited Partners" in the 
Chinaventure Limited Partner 
Award Event.

SZHTI won Golden Eagle VC 
Institutional Investor of 2019, 
and "Best Service Provider for 
Small and Micro Businesses" 
and "Best Service Provider 
for Private Companies" in 
2019 China Finance Annual 
Conference

Shenzhen TopoScend Capital 
Co., Ltd. was accredited as 
Chinese Venture "2018-2019 
Best Investment Institution in 
Growth Potential"

Guosen Securities (002736.
SZ) won "Top 10 PE Brokers 
(Securities Traders) in 2019"

SSET was listed among 
model demonstration pilots 
for building Shenzhen into a 
zero-waste city

Shenzhen General Institute 
of Architectural Design and 
Research Co., Ltd. won the 
17th China Civil Engineering 
Zhan Tianyou Award 
(Xinjiang Opera House 
Project)

Shenzhen General Institute 
of Architectural Design 
and Research Co., Ltd. won 
First Prize of Technological 
Advancement Award, the 
Guangdong Civil Engineering 
and Architectural Society 
(Key Technologies and 
Applications on Super High-
rise Strong Outer Frame Tube 
Structure)

Shenzhen Water Planning 
Institute was awarded for 
"2018 Outstanding Water 
Pollution Treatment and 
Control Company in Bao'an 
District"

The Orchid Conservation & 
Research Center of Shenzhen 
won 2019 Outstanding 
Activity on National Science 
Popularization Day in 
Guangdong

SSET was awarded for 
"Outstanding Contributor 
to the Standardization of 
Petroleum and Chemical 
Industries During the 13th 
Five-Year Plan Period"

The Trade Union of Shenzhen 
Urban Construction 
Development  (Group) Co., 
Ltd.  won the honorary title 
of "Model Staff Home in 
Guangdong Province"

Shenzhen Sports Center 
Operation & Management 
Co., Ltd. rated "Three Star" in 
Shenzhen CSR performance 
assessment

Shenzhen Concert Hall 
Operation & Management 
Co., Ltd. won "2019 Model 
Culture Volunteer Program in 
Shenzhen"

Boosting Scientific and 
Industrial Innovation, and 
Creating a First-class Financial 
Service Ecosystem won 
Second Prize of Achievements 
of China Enterprise Reform 
and Development in 2019

SZCGC won "2019-2021 
Shenzhen Top Brand", "Model 
Case in Finance Serving 
Private Economy and SMEs", 
and "China's Outstanding 
Products (Models) in Financing 
Guarantee and Re-guarantee"

Shenzhen Angel Investment 
Guiding Fund won "China's 
Top 10 Venture Capital 
Guidance Funds in 2019" and 
"Top 20 Chinese Government 
Guidance Funds in 2019"

Tencent Maker Space (Shenzhen) 
in Shenzhen Bay Technology 
Development Co., Ltd. won 
"Guangdong-Hong Kong-
Macau Incubator Special Prize" in 
the China Top Incubator Award 
Event

Stakeholders

Government

Customers

Invested 
Enterprises

Business Partners

Environment

Communities and 
the Public

Employees

Social

Expectations and Demands Communication and Responses

Environmental Economic
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Our Response to SDGs

SIHC has formed a full-life-cycle industrial 
ecosystem with sci-tech finance as "sunshine 
and rain", science & technology industrial parks 
as "soil" and science & technology industry 
as "seed, seedling and tree", empowering 
Shenzhen to better allocate global innovation 
resources.

Serving Technological 
Innovation and Industry 
Development in 
Shenzhen

Develop an integrated innovation & entrepreneurship service system 
covering the entire industrial chain, full life cycle and all elements, to boost 
the growth of high-tech companies and serve the real economy.

Build science & technology industrial parks to connect Shenzhen to high-end 
innovation resources worldwide, integrate global innovation resources, serve 
science & technology innovation and foster industrial growth.

Cultivate strategic emerging industries and high-end service industry, 
facilitate industry upgrade, and serve the modern and international 
innovative metropolis.

Our 
Actions

Our 
Achievements

Total fund size

Number of companies successfully going 
public with the support of our service

Total amount of guarantee 
provided 

GFA of existing and future 
industrial parks

680+

81.1 billion¥ ¥1000+  billion

30+ million m2

Serving Technological Innovation and Industry Development in Shenzhen15 16SIHC Social Responsibility Report 2019
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Sci-tech Finance
Injects Impetus
into Growth

SIHC provides all-round and full-life-cycle financial services for technology companies 
in Shenzhen. In the SIHC family, Guosen Securities, SZHTI, SZCGC, Guoren P&C, Shenzhen 
Investment Holdings Capital Co., Ltd., Shenzhen Angel Investment Guiding Fund 
Management Co., Ltd., and Shenzhen TopoScend Capital Co., Ltd. have become flagship 
enterprises in their fields. Among high-quality financial companies that SIHC holds shares, 
Ping An Insurance, Guotai Junan Securities, China Southern Asset Management, and China 
Resources SZITIC Trust serve high-tech and innovative companies in Shenzhen, facilitating 
the growth of Shenzhen and the Greater Bay Area.

—— Director of SIHC and former President of China Merchants Bank
Ma Weihua

Startup Growth Expansion Mature

Incubator&
Maker Center

High-tech 
Industrial Base

Headquarters 
of Small and 
Medium-Sized 
Tech Companies

Headquarters of 
Listed Companies

VC & PE Funds

Insurtech

Merger & Acquisition

IPO, Follow-on Offerings

Guoren Property and Casualty 
Insurance Co., Ltd.

Guosen Securities Co., Ltd.

Guotai Junan Securities Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Investment 
Holdings Capital Co., Ltd.

China Resources Szitic Trust 
Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Hti Group 
Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Credit 
Guarantee Group 

Co., Ltd.
Shenzhen TopoScend 

Capital Co., Ltd.

China State-Owned Capital 
Venture Capital Fund Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Angel FOF 
Management Co., Ltd.

China Southern Asset 
Management Co., Ltd.

China Merchants Life 
Insurance Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Kunpeng Equity 
Investment Management Co., 

Ltd

Ping An Insurance 
(Group) Company Of 

China, Ltd.

China Merchants Pingan Amc

Angel Investment

Guarantees, Small Loans, 

Pawn

Providing all-round financial services to 
high-tech companies throughout the life 
cycle

Full Life Cycle

Full Industrial Chain
Securities, Fund, Insurance, Micro-finance, Asset Management

SIHC provides financial support to high-tech companies through equity and debt 
financing, and offers diversified and innovative sci-tech finance services and products.

Boosting the growth of high-tech companies

Providing equity and debt financing support

Our finance companies have been providing full-life-cycle equity financing to 
high-tech companies in fields such as next generation information technologies, 
biomedicine and smart manufacturing.

SIHC provides debt financing services to high-tech companies, such as bond 
issuance and underwriting and credit enhancement, to promote the upgrade of 
industrial structure.

Equity financing

Debt financing

Number of companies
successfully going public
with the support of our service

Number of listed companies 
served by Guosen Secruities

In 2019, Guosen Securities 
provided equity financing service 
to seven GEM-listed companies, 
raising a total of

of which are high-tech and 
modern service companies

680+

531
61%

¥

 3.4 billion 

让        资        产        更        智        慧

Asset
Management

Guarantee

Insurance

Trust

Securities

Fund

The STAR (Sci-Tech Innovation Board) Market was inaugurated at the Shanghai 
Stock Exchange in 2019. Guosen Securities sponsored seven successful IPOs on 
STAR to facilitate the growth of strategic emerging industries, such as the next 
generation information technologies.

Guosen Securities Supports High-tech Startups to Go Public 
and Prosper

Case

Supported 7 high-tech firm
s' IPO

s on STA
R

Specializing in design, 
R&D and manufacturing of 
rechargeable batteries.

Specializing in R&D 
and manufacturing of 
implantable/interventional 
medical devices utilizing 
tissues of animal origin.

Specializing in R&D, 
manufacturing and marketing of 
veterinary biological products; 
China's first synthetic peptide 
vaccines producer.

Specializing in R&D, manufacturing 
and marketing of minimally invasive 
medical devices. 

A leading remote sensing and 
BeiDou satellite navigation 
service provider in China.

Specializing in R&D, 
manufacturing and marketing 
of semiconductor fabrication 
equipment.

Specializing in R&D, 
manufacturing and marketing 
of therapy and rehabilitation 
products, in-vitro diagnostic 
devices and reagents.
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SZHTI and SZCGC have become leading companies in China's guarantee business. They continuously innovate in their product 
portfolios and reduce guarantee costs to help MSMEs tackle the "first mile" problem in raising capital.

Escorting MSMEs through their "first mile"

SZHTI and SZCGC have introduced exemption 
policies for micro and small enterprises that 
need guarantee of less than RMB 2 million, 
increasing risk tolerance, and encouraging and 
guiding customer managers to offer faster and 
more convenient services to micro and small tech 
companies.

Lowering guarantee fees

SZHTI reduces guarantee fees by 25% for tech 
companies, saving tens of millions of RMB for 
MSMEs each year.

SZCGC lowers the guarantee rate to 1.5% per year 
for individual customers whose total guarantee 
amount is less than RMB 5 million, and lowers the 
rate of "First-time Loan" to 1.4% per year.

Total amount of guarantee provided

¥
 1000+  

billion

Guarantee services provided 

67,000+  
cases

Guaranteed credit 
loans for national high-
tech MSMEs owning 
independent intellectual 
property rights.

Financial services for 
national high-tech 
companies, Shenzhen 
high-tech companies, 
and companies passed 
"certification of software 
companies and 
registration of software 
products".

Guarantee of credit loans 
for companies in strategic 
emerging industries 
and cultural & creative 
industries.

Credit loans for high-
tech companies that 
have obtained the 
certificate of National 
High-tech Company 
for the first time.

Guarantee of low-rate 
loans for MSMEs.

Loans for MSMEs in 
high-tech fields such 
as next generation 
information technologies, 
new materials, energy 
conservation and 
environmental protection, 
biomedicine.

Guaranteed credit loans 
targeting companies in 
high-tech and strategic 
emerging industries.

Financial services for 
Shenzhen MSMEs on 
the 5G industrial chain 
throughout full life 
cycle.

Financial support 
through factoring or 
guaranteeing for well-
performing high-tech 
companies.

Risk Compensation Capital Pool for Bank Loans to Micro, Small and Medium-Sized 
Enterprises

Decoding 
Figures 

The capital pool is exclusively established to provide risk compensation for non-performing loans of 
member banks in the granting of loans to MSMEs that meet the requirements of the municipality.

RMB 5 billion，SZHTI was entrusted by Shenzhen municipal government to manage the capital 

pool.

an overall rate of 30 %, thus leveraging an increase of 20% line of credits for MSMEs and 

realizing an additional credit support of over RMB 100 billion. 

Signed with37 member banks; Risk compensation for non-performing loans reached RMB 

190 million; Benefited 11 banks and 125 MSMEs.

Non-performing loans issued by banking institutions to MSMEs in Shenzhen will be compensated at 

Fund Size1

Targets3

Outcomes4

Mission2

Introducing exemption policy

Enriching the product line

IP Loan

Sci-tech Innovation 
Loan

Loan for National 
High-tech Companies

Emerging Industry 
Loan

5G Loan

High-tech Loan

Excellence Loan

Easy Loan

First-time Loan
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In 2019, Guoren P&C took the lead in setting up Shenzhen Intellectual Property Financial Alliance, the first intellectual property financial 
alliance covering all forms of business in China. Guoren P&C is committed to helping tech companies to solve their financing and 
financial risk problems, and increasing their risk tolerance.

Creating an insurtech ecosystem

Key R&D Machinery/Equipment Damage Insurance

Comprehensive Property Insurance

All-risks Property Insurance

Loan Guarantee Insurance

Intellectual Property Pledge 
Financing Guarantee Insurance

Patent Enforcement and Infringement Insurance

Patent Infringement Liability Insurance

Patent Application Coverage
 Insurance

Professional Liability Insurance 
for Patent Agents

Trademark Application 
Coverage Insurance

Product R&D Liability 
Insurance

Comprehensive Insurance 
for the First (Set of) Major 
Technological Equipment

Product Quality Assurance 
Insurance

Environmental Pollution Liability 
Insurance

Directors & Officers Insurance

Employer's Liability Insurance

Executives and R&D Backbone 
Group Accident Insurance

Executives and R&D Backbone 
Group Health Insurance

Securing tech companies from 
all aspects

30 exclusive insurtech 

products developed

RMB 124.5 billion of coverage

1,544 insurtech  

policies issued

Accident and Health Insurance

Cr
ed

it 
Gu

ar
an

te
e 

In
su

ra
nc

e

Liabilit

y I
ns

ur
an

ce

Intellectual Property Insurance

Property Insurance

We have developed a fund cluster that covers the full life cycle of companies, including angel investment, venture capital, industrial 
development, and merger & acquisition. We continuously expand the size of funds and improve the fund investment management system to 
attract innovation funds and gather resources in Shenzhen. 

Developing a fund cluster that covers customers' full business life cycle

Total number of funds

42
Total fund size 

¥
 81.1 billion

With a size of RMB 1 billion, the fund 
aims to attract more social capital to 
well-performing MSMEs.

With a size of RMB 1 billion, the fund 
aims to scale up the size of state-
owned assets in cultural and high-tech 
industries.

Cultural Industry FundMSME Fund 

With an initial size of RMB 3 billion, 
the Fund aims to support industrial 
growth in Shenzhen, with over RMB 
2.8 billion invested on a cumulative 
basis.

Shenzhen Bay Fund of Funds 

With an initial size of RMB 5 billion, 37 sub-funds have been 
approved and set up, leveraging over RMB 7 billion social 
capital to provide financing for innovative high-tech startups.

Shenzhen Angel Investment Guiding Fund

SZHTI and SZCGC set up No. 2 and No. 3 Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship Funds to support talents to innovate and 
start businesses. Contracts worth RMB 750 million have 
been signed.

Talent Fund

On December 11, 
2019, Shenzhen Angel 
Investment Guiding Fund, 
together with 98 top 
VC/PE funds, scientific 
research institutes 
and incubators, set up 
Shenzhen-Hong Kong-
Macao Angel Investors 
Alliance, forming an angel 
investment ecosystem 
and empowering 
Shenzhen to build 
"China's Silicon Valley".

Shenzhen Intellectual Property Financial Alliance

Integrate IP with finance and sci-tech, and maximize its value.

The first intellectual property 
financial alliance that covers all 
forms of business in China

Offline:

Online：
¥

6 financial entities

Initiated and found by

6 organizations

Ping An Bank Co., Ltd.

Shenzhen Intellectual Property Public 
Service Platform (Proposed)

 法智金集团
Fajik  Group

Decoding 
Figures 
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SIHC helps private listed companies in Shenzhen cope with liquidity risks through equity 
and debt financing, promotes robust growth of well-performing listed companies, 
avoids and mitigates systematic financial risks.

Supporting private companies

Implementing the "four RMB 100 billion" program

SZCGC holds Shenzhen Private Company Bond Financing Signing Ceremony.

SZHTI holds Shenzhen Private Company Bond Financing Signing Ceremony.

This program aims to cut financing costs of local companies by over RMB 100 
billion; to increase the lending capacity of banks by over RMB 100 billion; to 
realize new bond issuance of RMB 100 billion by private companies; to set up 
a fund with a total value of RMB 100 billion to secure steady growth of private 
companies in Shenzhen.

The "four RMB 100 billion" private enterprise bailout program

Further Reading

SZHTI and SZCGC were respectively granted an additional RMB 5 billion to provide liquidity 
support to controlling shareholders of listed companies through entrusting loans, protecting 
companies from stock position liquidation. Guosen Securities (002736.SZ) provided market-
oriented financing for bailout programs in Guangdong, Guangxi and  Jiangsu.

Debt financing

SIHC established two private equity funds as 
bailout funds for listed companies, supporting 
a stable capital market and healthy growth of 
the finance industry in Shenzhen.

Equity financing

SZHTI 
& 

SZCGC
53 16.4

listed companies

companies of bailout bonds

of bailout loans
billion¥

billion¥

issued 
to with

Guosen Securities 4 8
Guangdong, Guangxi 

and Jiangsu
Approval for issuing 

12
projects of national high-
tech companies have 
been supported by these 
two funds

¥
 17 billion

Total fund size

SZHTI provided guarantee for RMB 500 million bond, RMB 200 million credit loan and 
RMB 880 million credit bridge loan to Shenzhen Clou Electronics, helping the company 
get through the toughest times. SZHTI initiated a market-based solution featuring "fixed 
income + follow-up bonus", providing valuable experience to bailout programs for private 
listed companies across the country.

Initiating a "Shenzhen Bailout Model"Case

assisted  obtain
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Science & Technology Industrial Parks Connect Innovative
Resources

Aiming to better build the Greater Bay Area and Shenzhen Pilot Demonstration Area, we forge the renowned Shenzhen Bay 
brand and deliver world-class intelligent science & technology industrial parks that lead the development of other parks 
in the city. In several other provinces, we introduce and promote the "Shenzhen Bay" model to drive the upgrading of local 
industrial parks. In Silicon Valley and Belgium, we set up innovation centers to constantly enhance Shenzhen's capacity to 
attract innovative resources across the globe.

Number of existing and future 
industrial parks

51
Total floor area

30+ million m2

Overseas projects

Projects in China

Projects in Shenzhen

Guangming

宝安区

Nanshan

龙华区

Futian

Luohu

Yantian

S h e n z h e n

Pingshan

Longgang

Dapeng

0102

03
05

06

04

09
07

10

08 11

12

1
3

2

13

03

05
06

0807

01
04

09

02

Shenzhen Bay Super 
Headquarters Base

Shenzhen Bay Eco-Tech 
Park Shenzhen Bay VC Building

Shenzhen Software Industrial 
Base01

05

06

07

08

09

Dongguan Songshan Lake 
Zhongke Innovation Square01

02

03

04

03 06

05

0702 04

08

11

09

10

......

12

13

Belgium Shenzhen Bay Technology 
Innovation Center

Shenzhen Bay VC Building

Shenzhen Bay Super Headquarters Base

Shenzhen Software Industrial Base

China-Vietnam (Shenzhen-Haiphong) 
Economic & Trade Cooperation Zone

Shenzhen Bay

Wuhan Hanjang Bay Area 
Science & Innovation Headquarters

Dongguan Qingxi Technology 
and Ecology City

Silicon Valley Shenzhen Bay 
Technology Innovation Center

SIHC KIC Building

Shenzhen Biomedical Innovation Park

Shenzhen Bay Science & 
Technology Innovation Center

Shenzhen Biomedical 
Innovation Park

Jihua Industrial Zone, Buji 
Sub-district, Longgang District

Headquarter of Innovative 
Finance

Shenzhen International 
Exchange Center

Shenzhen Software Park

China Venture Capital 
Building

Shenzhen-Hong Kong Technology 
& Innovation Cooperation Zone

SIHC KIC Building

Shenzhen-Shanwei Tech & Eco City

Zhaoqing Tongchan Glass Technologies 
Industrial Park， Guangdong 

Wuhan Hanjang Bay Area Science & 
Innovation Headquarters

Tianjin Fubao Industrial Park

Baoding-Shenzhen Hi-Tech 
Innovation Industry Zone

Nanchong Tongchan Glass 
Technologies Industrial Park, Sichuan

Tianjin MIG Financial Tower

Dongguan Qingxi Technology 
and Ecology City
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Shenzhen International Trade Centre under 
construction

The construction of Investment Building, our 
current headquarter,  started in 1997. Over the 
past two decades, the Investment Building has 
witnessed the emergence of Shenzhen CBD, 
with the completion of dozens of high rise 
buildings, including Shenzhen Stock Exchange 
Tower, China Merchants Bank Tower (CMB 
Shenzhen Branch), China Life Insurance Tower 
and Taiping Finance Tower, etc.

In 1980s, our subsidiary Shenzhen Properties 
& Resources Development Group Ltd. 
(000011.SZ, 200011.SZ) set a construction 
record by constructing one floor of Shenzhen 
International Trade Centre in three days, 
called  "Shenzhen Speed" by news agencies. 
The building symbolized the bold practice of 
China's reform and opening-up in the 80s, the 
rapid rise of Shenzhen Special Economic Zone, 
and the courageous and pioneering spirit of 
Shenzhen.

The building, like a brand name, attracted 
nationwide talents to Shenzhen. It is an 
important symbol of China's reform and 
opening-up.

Building a landmark of collective 
strengths and memories
Shenzhen speed – one floor in three days

Taking the lead to create 
new glory
The tallest building in Futian CBD

New start with new 
responsibilities
A prominent landmark in city center

Building Urban 
Landmarks and 
Shaping the City 
Skyline

Memories 
of an Era

From the former tallest building in 
Shenzhen sharing collective memory, 
to the former tallest building in Futian 
CBD, to our forthcoming cloud-piercing 
skyscrapers, we have left indelible marks 
in the city's development.

Renderings of Shenzhen International Exchange CenterRenderings of Shenzhen Bay Super Headquarters Base

We undertake the Shenzhen International 
Exchange Center project, aiming to build it 
into a window showcasing China's splendid 
achievements during its reform and opening-
up, and a world-class landmark leading the 
global trend.

We plan and implement the Shenzhen Bay 
Super Headquarters Base project, aiming to 
contribute a cutting-edge masterpiece to 
the coastal city skyline and the Greater Bay 
Area city cluster. We are currently carrying out 
project operation, smart city management 
and underground space planning together 
with international consultants.

Looking forward and 
redefining the city skyline
Creating a cutting-edge masterpiece

Futian CBD
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At
Present

The
Past

The
 future

Forerunner of 
residential property 
management 
companies in China

Shenzhen Bay model of 
operation & management for 
science & technology industrial 
parks

Shenzhen-Hong Kong Science 
and Technology Innovation 
Cooperation Zone nurtures 
industrial growth

East Lake Community, located at 
No.3001 Aiguo Road, Luohu, Shenzhen, 
the first commodity housing estate in 
China, has only about 700 households 
with land occupation of 20,000 m2. 
It has become a milestone in China's 
development history of property 
management.

Shenzhen Real Estate Co., Ltd. (the 
predecessor of Shenzhen Special 
Economic Zone Real Estate & Properties 
Group Co., Ltd., stock code: 000029.SZ, 
200029.SZ) founded the first property 
management company in Chinese 
Mainland, on March 10, 1981 to provide 
general management and service 
to East Lake Community, marking 
the commencement of property 
management industry in China.

As this market became more 
competitive, property management 
services were expanded to commercial 
and industrial real estates. Our 
subsidiaries have provided top-notch 
property management service and 
our customers include Shenzhen 
International Trade Center, the former 
China's tallest building, Shenzhen Real 
Estate Plaza, China's first 4A smart 
business complex, and Shenzhen 
International Commerce Building, 
Shenzhen's first high-rise office 
building. 

Together with Shenzhen's hi-tech  
development, science & technology 
industrial parks have become 
windows showcasing the city's 
technological progress and economic 
prosperity. Our subsidiary, Shenzhen 
Bay Technology Development Co., 
Ltd., keeps upgrading operation 
and management standards of 

Renderings of Shenzhen-Hong Kong Science and Technology Innovation Cooperation Zone

Shenzhen and Hong Kong are planning to 
set up the Shenzhen-Hong Kong Science 
and Technology Innovation Cooperation 
Zone on the border between the two 
cities, emphasizing the development of 
high-tech industries including medical 
science, big data, artificial intelligence, 
etc.

As we develop and operate the 
Cooperation Zone (Shenzhen) with top-
notch standards, we are committed 
to developing it into a pilot area for 
innovative collaborations between 
Shenzhen's and Hong Kong's talents, 
and the cradle of high-quality 
commercialization in the Greater Bay 
Area for future industrial growth. 

Innovative operation model

We have implemented a flexible 
lease/sale model since a major 
part of our properties are wholly-
owned with targeted hi-tech 
tenants and competitive rental/
sale price.

Our parks welcome and serve 
hi-tech companies with growth 
potential through a strict renter/
buyer selection process.

20% of the rental income of 
our properties is turned in to 
the municipal government. 
The competent authority then 
subsidizes high-tech companies 
in the parks.

We build an intelligent platform 
connecting internal and 
external industrial resources so 
as to provide the full range of 
supports and services to tenants 
throughout their full life cycle.

High-quality tenants

Premium Grade A office space 
with affordable rents

Vibrant innovation and 
technology ecosystem

Shenzhen Bay Venture PlazaEast Lake Community in the 80s

parks under its management. In this 
way, it creates an ecosystem that 
drives industrial innovation, serves 
innovators and entrepreneurs, and 
consequently nurtures the "Shenzhen 
Bay" brand, a well-known and widely 
recognized brand in China and across 
the world.

Serving Urban 
Development

Memories 
of an Era

Growing from China's first residence 
property management provider 
to a leader in diversified property 
management, SIHC has become a pioneer 
in providing management and services 
for new generation science & technology 
industrial parks. We keep innovating in our 
management and operation standards for 
parks, and serve the urban development. 
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Online  Industry

ICT

Starting from building an innovation ecosystem, Shenzhen Bay science & 
technology industrial parks provide all-round services to its tenants and strategic 
partners, elevating Shenzhen into a global hub for science & technology and 
industrial innovation.

Implementing the Shenzhen Bay standard of 
industrial park management

Shenzhen Bay science & technology industrial parks attract industry-leading 
companies in AI, smart manufacturing, ICT and Internet to meet the demand of 
the industrial chains. Clusters of emerging and high-end service industries have 
been preliminarily formed in these parks. 

Key Industries and Leading Enterprises

The Shenzhen Bay Eco-Tech Park 
fosters a favorable innovative 
ecology for the growth of 
AI industry, and empowers 
companies to grow and prosper. 
All strategic partners are within 
walking distance.

——Liu Gang, 
Vice President of SenseTime

Attracting tenants from the high-tech sector

人工智能
产业

智能制造
产业

Modern Logistics Energy

1,000+ 
innovative companies have 

settled in Shenzhen Bay science 
& technology industrial parks

 11 
Subsidiaries of 

Fortune Global 500

 50+ 
listed companies

Including

A "1+3" industrial innovation ecosystem has been developed in Shenzhen Bay science & technology industrial parks to accelerate 
the growth of tenants. This ecosystem is consisted of one targeted industry module and three supporting modules on professional, 
commercial and public services.

We see Shenzhen Bay as China's Silicon Valley, attracting many high growth potential companies. Shenzhen would be an excellent 
partner for Airbus. Benefiting from the innovative spirit and talents here, we hope to grow along with the city.

——Thomas Enders, CEO of Airbus SE

Creating an industrial innovation ecosystem

Commercial 
services

Public 
services

Professional 
services

To cooperate with the 
Nanshan District Government 
and set up public service 
agencies providing business 
administration, IP protection 
and other services for the 
parks 

To build the Quality Consumption 
Model Base with the Municipal 
Consumption Council, providing 
value-added services including 
flight & hotel booking and online 
shopping 

To help SMEs increase their 
capacity of resource acquisition in 
fields of finance and talents, etc.

For targeted industries in 
the parks, several industry 
modules have been set up 
with industry leaders like 
Airbus, Qualcomm, Tencent 
and China Mobile as the 
mainstay.

Targeted industry module

Airbus China Innovation Center settles in Shenzhen Bay Eco-Tech Park Agreement Signing Ceremony of China Kunpeng Industry Open Source 
Innovation Center

Artificial 
Intelligence

Smart 
Manufacturing
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Empowering the Shenzhen 
Bay Industrial Ecology

Along the alluring Shenzhen Bay, we operate a number of parks including 
Shenzhen Software Industrial Base, Shenzhen Bay VC Building, Shenzhen 
Bay Venture Plaza, and Shenzhen Bay Eco-Tech Park, providing world-class 
services to diversified tenants.  

In merely five years, Shenzhen Bay science & technology industrial parks with 
a total GFA of 4 million m2 has served over 1,000 high-tech companies and 
100,000 IT elites. In addition, the Shenzhen Bay innovative ecosystem and 
atmosphere have empowered tenants to thrive.

Driving faster and better growth of 
tenants

Shenzhen Bay science & technology industrial parks have 
introduced Airbus, Tencent, SenseTime and other industry 
leaders, providing innovative and entrepreneurial resources 
for the growth and success of our tenants. 

Shenzhen Bay VC Building

Providing efficient and 
professional services

Growing along with tenants

Providing quality commercial 
services

For the past three years, Shenzhen Bay VC Building has 
become a venture capital base in China, and attracted 
about 50 renowned domestic and overseas VC/PE 
institutions together with billions of VC/PE investment. Over 
80 well-known incubators or professional service agents 
have settled in Shenzhen Bay Venture Plaza.

Financial institutions and incubators in the park together 
empower upstream and downstream high-tech companies 
of all sizes by providing one-stop financial services 
including venture capital, incubation, debt financing, bank 
loans, securities & insurance, and IPO tutoring, solving the 
financing difficulties faced by startups.

Shenzhen Bay science & technology industrial parks have 
attracted 45 quality public service organizations, providing 
talent hunting, intellectual property related services, 
science & technology consulting services, culture and 
other innovative services. The parks have also developed 
Shenzhen Bay Innovation Plaza into a one-stop public service 
platform that gathers administrative services, F&B, child care 
services, Cultural Arts Center and Staff Home.

The MyBay App allows users to control door access, park 
and pay, book meeting rooms, and enjoy exclusive deals for 
business trips and delivery service. 

Shenzhen Bay science & technology industrial parks integrate 
high-quality industrial, professional, public and commercial 
services while constantly tracking the dynamic demand of 
resident companies and empowering dream chasers.

Shenzhen Bay Innovation Plaza

Shenzhen Bay science & technology industrial parks gather 
upstream and downstream companies, capital and talents 
along the AI industrial chain. It's easy to reach any partner 
and project in the park.

Here we have Shenzhen Bay VC Building with financial 
institutions and Internet leaders, regular roadshows and 
smoother investment negotiations. As we have access to 
first-hand, real-time innovation information, companies 
and products evolve at an unprecedented speed. 

My friends are always amazed to hear that I can check in 
to my flight, attend all kinds of activities, make friends and 
even go on a blind date here in the park.

As we have to save every penny, our employees often 
choose to catch budget airlines while sparing energy to 
do business. Now that we can receive special discounts 
for Meiya Business Trip on MyBay, we are able to improve 
management efficiency while controlling the budget.

——Chen Junjie, Founder of ExtremeVision

——Su Fei, Founder of Zebra Lite Karaoke

——Wang Meng, a White-collar Working in Shenzhen
Bay Innovation Plaza

——Liu Jian, Chief of a High-tech Company in Shenzhen
Bay Science & Technology Industrial Parks

Memories 
of an Era
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Emerging Industries Foster
Impetus for Innovation

Adhering to principles of "innovation guidance and cluster 
development driven by industry leaders", we support key 
subsidiaries to grow stronger, and accelerate investments in 
forward-looking and strategic industries, so as to create strategic 
and emerging industrial clusters with global competitiveness and 
foster new momentum for economic growth.

Supporting project acceleration in 
strategic emerging industries

Shenzhen Textile (Holdings) Co., Ltd. (000045.SZ, 200045.SZ) 
has applied an industry-leading ultra-wide polaroid production 
technique to promote the industrialization project of polaroid for 
super large size TV. The Line 7 Project kicked off on April 18 with 
a total investment of RMB 1.96 billion, and was planned to be 
completed and put into operation by October 2020. The project 
would vastly improve the panel display industry chain in Shenzhen, 
and upgrade the display industry cluster.

New Materials Industry

Industrialization of polaroid for super large size TV

Renderings of the factory

The Environmental Governance Technology Application Base built 
by our subsidiary, SSET, in Bao'an District of Shenzhen, has an 
annual hazardous waste disposal capacity of 330,000 tons. By the 
end of 2020, it will be put into use as China's largest comprehensive 
hazardous waste treatment facility with the highest disposal 
standard of the most variety of hazardous wastes.

Shenzhen Yisheng Environmental Protection Technology Co., Ltd., 
an associate company of SSET, is the only medical waste disposal 
organization in Shenzhen. The company is responsible for the 
disposal of medical waste from over 4,400 health care institutions 
across Shenzhen. Longgang Incineration Base runs the only 
hazardous waste incineration and treatment line in Shenzhen.

Low Carbon and Green Development Environmental Protection Industry

Largest domestic comprehensive hazardous waste 
disposal program Treatment and disposal of all medical waste in Shenzhen

Renderings of Bao'an Environmental Governance Technology Application Base

Renderings of Bao'an Environmental Governance Technology Application Base

Sector Revenue in 2019 

Total assets of emerging and 
high-end service industries

¥
 82.5 billion

¥
 139.5 billion

36SIHC Social Responsibility Report 2019
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SIHC continues to expand the layout of the high-end service industry and make 
improvements in supporting services. By providing talent services, electronic products 
distributions as well as supply chain services, we strongly support the science and 
technology sector of Shenzhen.

Boosting industrial growth by developing high-end 
services

An one-stop, transparent procurement 
platform and backend supporting system 
for corporate customers.

Starlink Business Cloud

Shenzhen Talent Recruitment International Co., Ltd, a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Shenzhen Talent Group Co., Ltd., has set up a service platform to accurately match high-
quality job openings with competent professionals, building an effective talent pool for 
Shenzhen's modern industries.

Pooling and cultivating talents

As one of the largest distributors of mobile communication products in China, Telling 
Communication (000829.SZ) has strategically acquired dealerships of smart phones 
from Huawei, Apple, Samsung and other cell phone brands, and set up a mobile phone 
supply chain of diversified services, including distribution, retail, logistics and aftersales 
service. In recent years, Telling Communication and Huawei have together explored the 
overseas market. To date, they have business operations in 13 countries, such as Nigeria.

Connecting electronic products with international customers

133 companies

100+ 
Fortune Global 500 
companies

2,600+
renowned domestic and 
foreign brands

2+million
terminal stores nationwide

320+
major Chinese cities 
(including Hong Kong), and 
cities in Southeast Asia and 
the US.

Shenzhen Talent 
Recruitment 
International Co., Ltd 
has connected high-
end professionals to

Eternal Asia has served

Served 

Operating 

Service platforms in 

52%
Huawei smart phones 
account for

13 countries

Telling Communication 
supports Huawei to 
expand its business in 

and has served
 

46 

Chinese Academy of 
Sciences academicians

 152 times

Talent Expo 2019

Eternal Asia Supply Chain Management Ltd.

Shenzhen Talent Group 
Co., Ltd. hosted

recruitment campaigns 
in 2019

105
and paired

talents with work 
opportunities

213,036

Eternal Asia (002183.SZ) is a leader of China's supply chain management (SCM) industry. 
As China's largest distribution and cloud service platform for supply chain, the company 
has introduced parties along the supply chain, including manufacturers, distributors, 
retailers and consumers, to go online.

Digitalizing industries & businesses

Business 
Cloud

Users of the mobile application Eternal 
Asia Store can open their own store, 
which facilitates the flow of quality 
products.

Starlink Partners

An open procurement and marketing ser-
vice platform for brands, which facilitates 
online distribution, targeted marketing 
and "one-stop procurement".

Starlink Cloud

Retail 
Cloud

Personal 
Cloud

of the total sales volume of 
Telling Communication in 
communication products
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China High-Tech Fai r  Exhib i t ion  Center  on 
Shennan Avenue, a temporary venue set up for 
China Hi-Tech Fair (CHTF) with Shenzhen Speed, 
was literally jam-packed during the exhibition in 
the autumn of 1999. Since then, CHTF has been 
a window presenting Chinese high-tech and 
innovative products to the outside world, and a 
stage for entrepreneurs and tech companies to 
make their debuts and realize their dreams.

Start of science & technology  
innovation in Shenzhen

On October 6, 1999, the first China High-tech Fair kicked 
off in Shenzhen. Zhu Rongji, then Premier of the State 
Council, attended the opening ceremony. 

The First CHTF

Part of CHTF exhibitors

The 21th CHTF

Growth Rate

603%
20

142

Exhibition Area
Unit: 1,000 m2

Visitors 
Unit: 10,000

Growth Rate

115%
26.8

57.6

Number of exhibited high-tech projects

Growth Rate

146%
4,150

10,216

Unleashing the potential of high-
tech companies
The 21th CHTF held its closing ceremony on November 
17, 2019. A record number of 68 overseas delegations 
from 44 countries and international organizations 
attended the fair. Nine senior government officials of 
vice-ministerial level or higher from Iran, Hungary, Serbia, 
Ireland and UAE visited the fair.

CHTF has changed the nature of Shenzhen, and the 
city has since been renowned for innovation and 
entrepreneurship. Two decades since the first CHTF, 
Shenzhen's high-tech industry has grown over tenfold. 
Going forward, CHTF will continue to serve as the 
"booster" of the high-tech industry and lead nationwide 
innovative growth.

The 21th CHTF

The First CHTFWhere dreams set sail

During the First CHTF, Tencent, an one-year-old startup 
back then, received its first and most important round of 
VC funding. CHTF has empowered countless companies, 
supporting them to grow from technical achievements 
to innovative companies, and eventually to industry 
leaders.

It was at the First China High-tech Fair in 1999 that we 
accessed the capital market and received our first round 
of funding. It was the place where our story began.

——Ma Huateng, Chairman of Tencent

China's Top High-
tech Fair since 
1999

Memories 
of an Era
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Our 
Actions

Our 
Achievements

Building a World-Class State-Owned Capital Investment Company  43 44SIHC Social Responsibility Report 2019

Centering on Shenzhen's development 
strategy, SIHC has cultivated competitive 
industrial clusters in sci-tech finance, science 
& technology industrial parks, and high-tech 
industry. The Company is speeding up building 
itself into a world-class state-owned capital 
investment company and aims to enter Fortune 
Global 500 in 2020.

Building a World-Class State-Owned 
Capital Investment Company

Our Response to SDGs

Focus on main businesses and yield higher profits.

Adopt multiple measures to deepen reform and drive innovative growth.

Strengthen management and secure stable and sustainable growth.

Pool resources and increase benign interactions with all walks of life for 
win-win development.

Operating revenue

Taxes

Profit before tax

Innovation and research 
investment

16.2

199.3  billion¥

¥

¥

¥

25.2 billion

1.08 billionbillion
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The groundbreaking of Shenzhen Park in Shenzhen-
Hong Kong Science and Technology Innovation 
Cooperation Zone marks that Shenzhen now has 
a new platform to build a comprehensive national 
technology center. The project injects new impetus to 
building Shenzhen into a pilot demonstration area of 
socialism with Chinese characteristics. Strengthening 
innovation cooperation between Shenzhen and 
Hong Kong, and building a comprehensive national 
science center are tasks for us at present. We must 
capitalize on the best ideas, the most cutting-edge 
technologies and the highest standards to accelerate 
the development of the cooperation zone, turning a 
new page for China's reform and opening up.

A city will not prosper in science and technology 
without space for innovation. Ideal space for 
innovation should be equipped with talents, an 
open & inclusive environment, and an atmosphere 
fostering curiosity and thirst for knowledge. Talent is 
the core and I see potential here.

——Chen Rugui, Mayor of Shenzhen

——Erwin Neher, Nobel Prize winner in Physiology 
or Medicine in 1991

The first batch of projects of Shenzhen-Hong Kong 
Science & Technology Innovation Cooperation Zone 
("Cooperation Zone") kicked off on November 22, 2019. 
Wang Weizhong, Deputy Party Secretary of Guangdong 
Province and Secretary of the Shenzhen Municipal 
CPC Committee, and Chen Rugui, Mayor of Shenzhen 
attended the groundbreaking ceremony. All Shenzhen 
parks in the Cooperation Zone will attract investment of 
over RMB 100 billion, and provide 3.2 to 4 million m2 of 
space for innovation and auxiliary facilities.

As the only platform featuring science & technology 
innovation in the Greater Bay Area, the Cooperation 
Zone will drive the construction of Shenzhen pilot 
demonstration area.

Building a Cooperation Zone to Drive the Innovative 
Growth of the Greater Bay Area

Renderings of Shenzhen-Hong Kong Science and Technology Innovation Cooperation Zone

SIHC gives full play to its guiding role in technological innovation as well as industrial park operation, to 

better support the development of the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area (the Greater Bay 

Area) and Shenzhen pilot demonstration area of socialism with Chinese characteristics ("two areas").

45

SIHC has introduced nearly 1,000 innovative 
enterprises and organizations to Shenzhen 
Bay science & technology industrial parks, 
and taken the lead to push ahead with key 
municipal projects, such as Shenzhen-Hong 
Kong Science and Technology Innovation 
Cooperation Zone, Shenzhen Bay Super 
Headquarters Base and International Exchange 
Center. In addition, we set up overseas science 
& technology innovation centers in Silicon Valley 
and Belgium. Our subsidiaries have also made 
tremendous contributions: Shenzhen Investment 
Holdings Bay Area Development Co., Ltd. (Bay 
Area Development) (0737.HK), is operating 
Guangzhou-Shenzhen Superhighway and 
Guangzhou-Zhuhai West Superhighway, two 
arteries of the Greater Bay Area, contributing to 
GZ-SZ Technology Innovation Corridor; Eternal 
Asia (002183.SZ) serves as a bridge to connect 
upstream and downstream companies, and 
companies in different regions, empowering 
Shenzhen to become a global supply chain 
management center. Shenzhen Convention 
& Exhibition Center successfully held the 21th 

China Hi-Tech Fair, playing an important role 
in commercialization, industrialization and 
internationalization of high-tech achievements.

SIHC has developed a professional, IT-based, 
industrialized, and international human resources 
service system, and recruited high-end talents 
worldwide to Shenzhen through Shenzhen Talent 
Recruitment International Co., Ltd. (a subsidiary 
of SIHC). It pioneered in founding Grater Bay Area 
Talent Innovation Park, providing human resource 
service to over 500,000 companies and attracting 
over 10 million talents to Shenzhen. Shenzhen 
Shentou Education Co., Ltd., another subsidiary 
of SIHC, has set up training platforms to help over 
400,000 trainees improve work performance each 
year. SIHC itself is running FC Bayern Football 
School Shenzhen with FC Bayern Munich, fostering 
the Greater Bay Area to be one of the most 
dynamic and attractive destinations for talents.

SIHC signs a strategic cooperation agreement with Bank of China Shenzhen Branch, Bank of China (Hong Kong) Limited, BOC 
International and BOC Insurance.

Promoting the layout of science & 
technology parks to pool global 
innovation resources

Improving sci-tech financial service 
ecosystem to boost technological 
innovation and industrial development

Promoting ecological progress for 
better environment

Improving talent services to build an 
education and talent highland

Gathering 
industries

Pooling 
funds

Conserving 
ecology

Attracting 
talents

SIHC has built model green buildings in industrial 
parks, including Shenzhen Bay Eco-Tech Park. 
Through equity and debt financing, Guosen 
Securities, SZHTI and SZCGC have scaled up 
efforts in environmental protection, especially in 
supporting strategic emerging industries such as 
energy conservation & environmental protection, 
pollution treatment, and new energy, to foster 
ecological progress and green growth of the 
Greater Bay Area. Shenzhen Shentou Environment 
Technology Co., Ltd. (SSET), a subsidiary of SIHC, 
collects and properly disposes of over 60% 
hazardous waste in Shenzhen. Shenzhen Water 
Planning & Design Institute Co., Ltd. (Shenzhen 
Water Planning Institute)  actively participated 
in water affairs of Guangdong and Hong Kong 
as well as the urban "blueway" planning and 
construction in the Greater Bay Area, in order to 
create an ecology-oriented bay area for living, 
working and travelling.

SIHC has built a sound financial service 
ecosystem, and issued the country's first 
corporate bond exclusively targeting companies 
in the Greater Bay Area. Guosen Securities 
(002736.SZ) targeting companies in the Greater 
Bay Area has become an industry-leading 
tech-enabled investment bank to serve high-
tech companies listed on the SME and GEM 
board. Shenzhen HTI Group Co., Ltd. (SZHTI) and 
Shenzhen Small & Medium Enterprises Credit 
Financing Guarantee Group Co., Ltd. (SZCGC) 
have grown into flagship companies of China's 
financing guarantee industry, which help micro, 
small and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs) 
address problems such as difficult and expensive 
financing. Guoren Property and Casualty 
Insurance Co., Ltd. (Guoren P&C) has been built 
into an insurtech company which provides 
tailored insurance and financial services to high-
tech companies in Shenzhen. We also set up a 
fund cluster covering angel investment, VC/PE, 
industrial development, merger & acquisition, 
and other financial services for the full-life-cycle 
development of companies, boosting innovation 
and industrial growth in the Greater Bay Area.

45

Serving the Development of "Two Areas"
Case

Building a World-Class State-Owned Capital Investment Company  
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Political building is our priority. We continuously 
strengthen our consciousness of the need to 
maintain political integrity, think in big-picture 
terms, follow the leadership core, and keep in 
alignment. We also consistently enhance our 
confidence in the path, theory, system, and culture 
of socialism with Chinese characteristics. Not 
only do we resolutely uphold General Secretary 
Xi Jinping's core position on the Party Central 
Committee and in the Party as a whole, but we also 
resolutely uphold the Party Central Committee's 
authority and its centralized, unified leadership. 
Furthermore, education on Party theories has been 
continuously strengthened in SIHC. In 2019, the 
enrollment rate of the "Intelligent Party Building" 
platform for Party theories learning has reached 
100%, and the mobile application "Study (Xi) Strong 
Country" has become a new online classroom for 
Party members and the masses in SIHC.

During the theme education of Staying True to Our 
Founding Mission, we further improved publicity and 
ideological popularizing, and strictly followed the 
decision-making process based on the dominating 
role of Party Committee, so as to steer SIHC in the 
right direction.

In 2019, we convened the Third Party Congress 
and elected members of the new term of Party 
Committee and Discipline Inspection Committee. 
Moreover, we carried out performance assessment 
of nearly 400 Party branch secretaries from 37 
directly affiliated Party organizations. Nearly 1,000 
Party secretaries, directors of Party Committee 
Offices, and backbone Party members completed 
relevant training courses. All these efforts injected 
new vitality to our Party building.

We strictly fulfill our party responsibilities, 
and continuously improve the coordinated 
mechanism for integrity building. By signing 
Letters of Responsibility with responsible personnel 
and organizing Party secretaries to report their 
performance in responsibility fulfillment and anti-
corruption, the sense of responsibility has been 
enhanced among our staff.

We continuously strengthen Party discipline, 
avoid formalism and bureaucratism and 
provide a workplace without corruption and an 
entrepreneurial environment. Supervision and 
inspections are conducted to safeguard high-
quality and sustainable development.

Integrity is deeply rooted in our culture. We post a 
variety of integrity related keywords on our internal 
Office Automation system, official website and LED 
screens in the workplace every day. Besides, we 
post news on Party building and anti-corruption 
every week, and send out integrity related 
reminders to staff at every key node. In 2019, we 
sent 3,557 relevant text messages to our employees 
and 79 reminders to the leadership, designed 
and put up 245 posters on integrity culture, and 
organized 3,500 employees at key positions to 
sign Letters of Commitment on integrity and self-
discipline. 

Integration is our key to improving Party building. 
To fully unleash the initiative and creativity of 
subsidiaries, we released 10 Party Building + 
Projects.

Shenzhen Special Economic Zone Real Estate 
& Properties (Group) Co., Ltd. enthusiastically 
explored the integration of Party building 
and community governance, promoting 
Party building into communities. Shenzhen 
Shenfubao (Group) Co., Ltd. founded the first 
Party Committee of biomedicine company in 
Pingshan Biomedical Innovation Park. China-
Vietnam Economic and Trade Cooperation 
Zone Co., Ltd. initiated an overseas cooperative 
Party building mode to serve the Belt and 
Road Initiative, which won high praise from the 
Organization Department of the CPC Central 
Committee and Embassy of China in Vietnam. 
The Party Committee of Shenzhen Talent Group 
set up a heart-warming Party Branch, serving 
over 10,000 mobile Party members.

Driven by the 10 Party Building+ Projects, SIHC 
has integrated Party building into business 
development in a mutually stimulating manner.

We take the lead in advocating the concept 
of Managing Business Under the Guidance of 
the Party, and promote entrepreneurship and 
Party building at the same time. To date, we 
have assisted over 350 companies and 30,000 
employees in Shenzhen Bay Venture Plaza to 
start business guided by Party leadership.

We have created a development mechanism 
that links innovation, entrepreneurship, venture 
capital and innovators. In Shenzhen Bay Venture 
Plaza, Party branches have been established in 
18 office buildings. Three joint Party branches 
have been set up, including entrepreneurship 
service branch, innovative company branch 
and venture capital institutions branch. A 
"1+18" Party building system and "3+X" Party 
organization incubation mechanism have been 
formed under such arrangement.

+
Brand Building

+
Mixed Ownership 

Reform

+
Industrial 

Cooperation

+
SIHC 

Subsidiaries 
outside of 
Shenzhen

+
Overseas 

Subsidiaries of 
SIHC

+
 A Learning 

Organization

+
Community Co-

building, Co-
governance and 

Sharing

+
Information 

Management

+
Mobile Party 

Member 
Management

+
Finance 

Companies

10 Party Building + 
Projects of SIHC

Guided by Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era, 

SIHC Party Committee adheres to CPC's leadership, and deepens SOE reform to improve 

modern enterprise system as required by General Secretary Xi Jinping. Meanwhile, Party 

building has been integrated in the whole process of SIHC's reform and development, 

laying a solid foundation for high-quality growth.

Shenzhen Bay Venture Plaza

Building a Strong 
Foundation

Promoting Integrity 
Culture

Fueling 
Our Growth

Driving 
Entrepreneurship
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Organized over 

400 events

Devoted 

18,340 hours

  
Provided

21,000 times

Served 

50,000+ people

Party Leadership Guides the High-quality Development

Building a World-Class State-Owned Capital Investment Company  

to volunteer services

of high-quality services
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We accelerate the innovation of financial 
services. Our finance business involves 
securities, insurance, guarantee, fund, 
trust, venture capital and internet 
finance, with securities and guaranteeing 
both leading the domestic industries. We 
have developed a fund cluster covering 
the full life cycle of companies from 
angel investment, VC/PE and industrial 
development to merger & acquisition, 
etc. Assigned the mission of "four RMB 
100 billion" program, the Company 
greatly supports science & technology 
innovation and industrial growth.

Striving for Excellence 
and Achievements in 
Main Businesses
SIHC focuses on sci-tech finance, science & technology 
industrial parks, and emerging and high-end service industries, 
and accelerates the strategic transformation to enhance our 
main businesses and move towards a world-class state-owned 
capital investment company.

¥ 23.6 billion

¥
 36.2 billion

¥
 12.0 billion

¥
 11.8 billion

Revenue of science-tech finance sector 
in 2019 

Revenue of science & technology 
industrial parks sector in 2019

Profit before tax

Profit before tax

increased by 37%

increased by 32%

increased by 18%

increased by 16%
"Top 500 Chinese 

Enterprises"

"Top 500 Enterprises of 
China's Service Industry"

We have fully implemented the 
strategy of "multiple parks in one area" 
centering on seven major industrial 
parks, including Shenzhen Bay Eco-Tech 
Park. Key projects, such as Shenzhen-
Hong Kong Science and Technology 
Innovation Cooperation Zone, Shenzhen 
Bay Super Headquarters Base and 
Shenzhen International Exchange 
Center, have been pushed forward, with 
innovation centers in Silicon and Belgium 
set up. We also have launched China-
Vietnam (SZ-Haiphong) Economic & 
Trade Cooperation Zone, continuously 
attracting global innovation resources.

We seek to fully implement the "3315" 
strategic guideline -- in 3 years, to become 
one of the top 3 brands in emerging and 
high-end service industries, to rank No. 1 
in overall technological developments or 
services qualities, and to establish 5 high-
standard technology R&D centers. 

Sci-tech finance: 
growing bigger 
and stronger

Science & technology 
industrial parks: embarking 
on a new chapter of growth

Emerging and high-
end service industries: 
fostering high-quality 
development

O1

O2

O3

¥
 139.5 billion

¥
 1.4 billion

Revenue of the emerging and high-end 
service industries sector in 2019

Profit before tax

increased by 419%

increased by 111%
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As part of the nation's "Double Hundred Action" work plan 
for SOE Reform, our company launched corporate reform 
of benchmarking against Singapore Temasek. We aim to 
optimize our internal control processes and boost inherent 
vitality to facilitate the regional reform of state-owned 
assets and SOEs in Shenzhen. 

In recent years, we have been communicating with and 
learning from domestic and international government 
agencies and companies. Each year, we receive over 20,000 
visitors in 1,500 delegations from home and abroad. In 2019, 
we hosted over 80 meetings with provincial and municipal 
delegations.

Optimizing authorization system.The 
Board of Directors not only authorizes 
the General Manager's practices in 
ten aspects such as investment and 
property-rights adjustment, but also 
demonstrates trust and endorses 
a higher level of subsidiaries' self-
management. 

Reforming talent selection and 
management process. We adopt a 
market-oriented and contract-based 
approach in talent recruitment and 
appointment to promote a stronger 
talent pipeline.

Optimizing employee incentive 
& constraint mechanism. We 
have developed an incentive 
mechanism and promoted the 
long-term incentive & constraint 
mechanism through increments 
sharing, restricted stock (listed 
companies) issuance, employee 
co-investment, and equity 
granting for top management 
and backbone employees.

Innovating in corporate governance 
mechanism.We have set up an 
Executive Committee for the Board 
of Directors to improve the Board's 
decision-making efficiency, 
and established a supervision 
system composed of Discipline 
Inspection and Supervision Office, 
Board of Supervisors, CFO, Audit 
Department, Internal Control 
Department and Risk Control 
Department.

Improving investment management 
mechanism. We have built a three-
tiered investment framework of 
"headquarters + industrial clusters 
+ fund clusters" and a fault-tolerant 
mechanism to foster a dynamic, 
professional and efficient investment 
management environment.

Improving risk management system. 
We set up a closely coordinated risk 
management system compatible 
with the Company's professional 
investment department and financial 
holding platform, to ultimately boost 
the corporate growth.

Reform and Innovation
Support Better Growth
Deepening SOE reform

We have implemented "Public Company +" strategy that emphasizes capital allocation and business reorganization. We seek to 
innovatively bundle and leverage our resources for publicly traded companies to foster capabilities and core competencies. Going 
forward, we will continue to establish the state-of-the-art AI-empowered industrial parks, where real-world applications and business 
solutions of AI, cloud computing, big data, etc. would be developed.

Optimizing state-owned capital and resource allocation

Fully Implementing "Public Company+ " Strategy

SIHC purchased the controlling stake in Infinova, a 
domestic leader in security surveillance products. 
Infinova offers a wide range of products and solutions 
for building the smart city, intelligent industrial park 
and smart home, as well as construction and operation 
services, winning a prominent reputation worldwide.

Case Becoming a Controlling Shareholder of Infinova to Boost the Construction of the "Two Areas"

We seek to acquire competitive and premium listed companies to take advantage of synergies and accelerate our growth. For instance, 
we acquired Hopewell Highway Infrastructure Limited (later renamed as Shenzhen Investment Holdings Bay Area Development 
Co., Ltd., stock code: 0737.HK), becoming the first SOE in Shenzhen that acquires an overseas listed company. We acquired Telling 
Communication (000829.SZ) to access quality sales channels of electronic products. We acquired controlling stake in Eternal Asia 
(002183.SZ), a supply chain giant in China, to launch a global supply chain management center in Shenzhen. We also purchased the 
controlling stake in Infinova (002528.SZ) to build Shenzhen into a smart city. 

Corporate reform 
of benchmarking 

against Singapore 
Temasek

Regional reform 
of state-owned 

assets and SOEs in 
Shenzhen

 "Double Hundred 
Action" work plan for 

SOE reform

Video surveillance

Construction 
services

Operation services

Smart home

Smart city

Intelligent 
industrial park

Smart City Solutions
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On October 21, 2019, the merger between Shenzhen Beauty Star, a listed company SIHC 
holds controlling stake in, and Leaguer Group under Research Institute of Tsinghua 
University in Shenzhen, was completed. The deal is a model of science and technology 
service enterprise assets going public, and will better support the city to implement 
national innovation-driven development strategy and better serve the Greater Bay Area 
development.

Case
Merger between Shenzhen Beauty Star and Leaguer 
Group – Pioneer in the Public Listing of Science and 
Technology Service Enterprises

Actively carrying out capital operations

SIHC completed the major assets restructuring of Shenzhen Beauty Star and Leaguer Group 
Co., Ltd. ( Leaguer Group), the strategic acquisition of Infinova (002528.SZ), and the strategic 
H shares allotment program of Vanke for in-depth cooperation. The Company also facilitated 
the refinancing of listed companies, including Guosen Securities (002736.SZ), Bay Area 
Development (0737.HK), and Eternal Asia.

Academician Station, Shenzhen Transportation Design & Research Institute

Shenzhen Beauty Star Pingdi Industrial Park

SSET Environmental Protection Base

Building a technological innovation platform

In 2019, we successfully launched a series of high-quality innovation centers/carriers, such as the Big Data Processing and 
Application Research Center of Shenzhen Urban Transport Planning Center, the State-level Key Laboratory of Shenzhen General 
Institute of Architectural Design and Research, and the Academician Station at Shenzhen Transportation Design & Research 
Institute Co., Ltd. Moreover, our other achievements include: Shenzhen Beauty Star (002243.SZ) passed the re-accreditation 
assessment for State-Accredited Enterprise Technology Centers; Shenzhen 863 New Material & Technology Co., Ltd. was certified 
as Guangdong Provincial New R&D Institution; SSET was certified as Shenzhen Municipal Corporate Technology Center.

We have simultaneously 
increased our investment 
in scientific research and 
independent innovation. 
We seek to improve 
our R&D talent pipeline 
and provide teams with 
substantial funds. These 
efforts aim to reliably 
advance our company 
over time. In 2019, we 
invested RMB 1.08 billion 
in R&D and innovation.

Increasing investment in innovation and research

Innovation and research 
investment  (RMB mn)

1,0802019
3902018

2602017

R&D personnel

1,6192019

1,2242018

1,1172017

Following the innovation-driven development strategy, we seek to develop a business that can make consistent progress in embracing 
innovative ideas, developing new products and services, and finding ways to be more efficient.

Technological innovation

By the end of 2019, SIHC has established 

2 5 1 10 2

2 34 3 2

Academician Stations
Engineering Technology 
(R&D) Centers

Public Technology 
Service Platform

Post-doc 
Stations

Corporate 
Labs

Key (Engineering) 
Laboratories at 
Municipal Level
or Higher

Innovation Carriers 
at Municipal Level 
or Higher

"Top 10 Innovation Carriers" awarded 
by the State-owned Assets Supervision 
and Administration Commission of 
the People’s Government of Shenzhen 
Municipality

"Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship" 
Platforms

38
wholly owned or controlled 
subsidiaries

10
of which are listed 
companies

32
associate companies

SIHC has

and 
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China High-tech Fair

We won 117 innovation-related honors and awards in 2019, including 62 at national level, 33 at provincial level and 22 at municipal 
level. In particular, the Waste Concrete Recycling Project of Shenzhen General Institute of Architectural Design and Research Co., Ltd. 
won Second Prize of National Science and Technology Progress Award.

Patent applications and approvals in the SIHC family over the past three years

Unit: item

Invention patent applications Utility model patent applications Design patent applications

2019 475 2019 268 2019 43

2052018 2312018 192018

1392017 1972017 92017

Granted and valid invention patents Granted and valid utility model patents Granted and valid design patents

2019 237 2019 215 2019 40

1042018 1862018 162018

692017 1642017 82017

Achieving fruitful results in innovative growth

We have built a comprehensive and long-term risk management mechanism, optimized the risk management system, and improved 
the comprehensive risk management mechanism for major investment projects.

Risk management and control

In 2019,

Provide a series of lectures 
on risk management 
awareness and internal 
control, M&A, corporate 
consolidation and finance 
to raise overall awareness of 
risks and risk management .

Issue guidelines on risk  
management for directly 
affiliated subsidiaries to 
effectively control risks.

Establishing a risk monitoring 
and early warning 
mechanism

Innovatively implement a 
cross-check review model 
where the front office and Risk 
Management Department 
would effectively collaborate  
with each other.

Launch a post-investment 
management and monitoring 
program to continuously 
follow up with investment 
projects.

Implementing risk reporting 
mechanism for investment 
projects

Build a risk control system 
with functional and 
business departments as 
the first defense line, Risk 
Management Committee 
and Risk Management 
Department as the 
second line, and Audit and 
Supervision Department as 
the third line. 

Building a comprehensive risk 
management system

Strengthening risk 
management

Optimize risk-oriented 
internal control system 
to improve operational 
performance and capacity 
in risk prevention, and to 
promote sustainable and 
healthy growth. 

Optimizing the internal 
control system

92+
risk evaluation projects 
were carried out in 
the headquarters and 
all subsidiaries in our 
headquarter and all of 
our subsidiaries.
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We constantly cooperate with business leaders across all industries, governments and 
financial institutions, and build a collaborative, supporting and balanced network that  
drives success for all members. 

Win-win 
Cooperation

SIHC signed a strategic cooperation framework agreement 
with Yantian District Government. Both sides agreed to 
promote strategic cooperation in developing key regional 
projects, constructing urban infrastructure, and collaboratively 
transforming Yantian District into an innovative eco-system near 
Hong Kong.

SIHC signed a framework agreement on strategic cooperation 
with China Vanke Co., Ltd. for in-depth cooperation in industrial 
park development and operation.

November 12

SIHC signed a strategic cooperation framework agreement with 
China Orient Asset Management Co., Ltd. Both sides seek to work 
together on non-performing assets (NPA) management and 
comprehensive financial services.

September 25

April 29

SIHC signed a tripartite strategic cooperation agreement 
with China Nanshan Development (Group) Incorporation 
and Eternal Asia (002183.SZ), to upgrade the entire industrial 
chain.

October 30

SIHC signed a strategic cooperation agreement with China 
International Capital Corporation Limited. Both sides decide 
to invest in overseas S&T innovation projects and conduct 
market value management for mutual prosperity.

June 4

SIHC signed the Comprehensive Strategic Cooperation 
Agreement with Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, 
to contribute to the development of "two areas": the Greater 
Bay Area as well as Shenzhen Pilot Demonstration Area.

December 11

In order to improve the operational efficiency of state-owned assets and achieve competitive advantages, we have conducted in-depth 
analyses of our industries, and kept improving our capital structure as well as IT capacity, to further lower costs and improve efficiency. 

Capital management

We have set up a sound and inter-complementary 
financing mechanism by issuing super commercial papers 
(SCPs), medium-term notes (MTNs) and corporate bonds, 
etc. Our financing costs were estimated to be the lowest 
among local SOEs in 2019, reducing the Company's total 
financing costs by RMB 320 million. Our capital pooling 
rate reached 85%. We maintained credit ratings of A+, A 
and A2 by Fitch, S&P and Moody's, respectively, laying a 
solid foundation for international growth.

We established an accounting settlement center and a 
shared finance service center, realizing the three-fold 
function of budgeting, settlement and financing through 
the online capital management platform.

We built a comprehensive management cloud platform 
that covers all business sectors and entities to accurately 
reflect real-time performance.

Optimizing capital structure to reduce financing costs

Promoting informatization to enhance management efficiency

Three-fold 
function

Online capital management platform

Budgeting

FinancingSettlement

A+

A2
A
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Net assets 

219.92017
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233.62018

2019 305.5

2019

CSR
Performance

Revenue

2017 2018 2019

2019

200
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Innovation and research investment

2602017
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Unit: RMB mn

2019

R&D personnel 

2017 2018 2019
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1,224
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Unit: RMB bn

199.3 bn¥

Total taxes 

2017
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8.62018

2019 16.2

Unit: RMB bn

9.4

1,080mn¥

1,619

Total market value of listed companies

2019

Unit: RMB bn

2017 2018 2019
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127.4142.1
171.6
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2019

16.2 bn¥

1,080

2019

305.5 bn¥

Total assets 
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Unit: RMB bn
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Our 
Actions

Our 
Achievements

Pursuing green development, SIHC has 
incorporated eco-friendly concepts into 
corporate management, production and 
operation, supported environmental protection 
companies financially, and nurtured leading 
companies of the industry. SIHC is also devoted 
to disposing of urban hazardous waste, 
improving water environment, and protecting 
biodiversity conservation, in order to realize 
the harmonious co-existence of business and 
nature.

Contributing to Green Development 
of the City

Our Response to SDGs

Reduce environmental impact of production & operation activities.

Support eco-friendly companies with our financial service system.

Dispose hazardous industrial waste and medical waste properly, 
and protect the urban water environment. 

Contribute to orchid conservation and conserve biodiversity.

Investment in environmental 
protection

Water saved annually

500 million¥

Total amount of hazardous waste 
disposed annually

164,000 tons tons96,792

Funds to be raised by Guosen 
Securities (002736.SZ) Green 
Finance Project

24.5+¥ billion
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Green 
Operation

We have formulated Industry 
Management Guidance to 
promote coordinated and green 
development of our subsidiaries 
and nurture a competitive industrial 
cluster in environmental protection.

We also include "ecological 
civilization" indicators in the 
performance evaluation for key 
personnels of subsidiaries.

Shenzhen Tongchan Group Co., 
Ltd. has replaced wood packaging 
materials with recyclable plastic 
and implemented a natural gas 
furnace system to cut emissions.

Shenzhen Textile (Holdings) Co., 
Ltd. (000045.SZ, 200045.SZ) has 
managed to recover heat from 
smoke emitting and water-feeding 
of steam boilers to save energy.

Shenzhen Bay Eco-Tech Park has 
put the design concept of "vertical 
city of multiple levels" into practice 
and built a green high-tech park.

Dongguan Qingxi Technology 
& Ecology City and Baoding-
Shenzhen Hi-Tech Innovation 
Industry Zone both adopted the 
concept of "sponge city" to practice 
sustainability.

Shenzhen Urban Construction 
Development (Group) Co., Ltd. 
processes 100% of construction 
waste on site. Fog cannons and 
water sprayers have been put 
in place inside and outside the 
construction site to suppress dust.

Shenzhen Jianan (Group) Co., Ltd. 
adopts wastewater and rainwater 
recycling techniques and uses 
reclaimed water to wash cars, flush 
toilets and control dust, saving 
construction water usage.

We promote paperless office. 
Energy-efficient LED lighting is 
installed in office buildings, creating 
green office in an all-round way.

Campaigns on garbage sorting and 
battery recycling practices have been 
launched, encouraging employees 
to take concrete actions to save and 
recycle resources.

We promote green construction and 
green technologies to reform the 
architecture & construction industry.

All 12 buildings in the park received 
green building certifications.

Building No.3 and No.8 were rated 
as Three-Star Green Building (highest 
rating). 

The park strictly controls building 
illumination and advertisement 
lighting at night in line with 
national standards.

The first accessory substation in 
Shenzhen was built, saving 30% of 
electricity.
Solar thermal collectors have been 
installed on the rooftop, reaching a 
renewable energy utilization rate of 
more than 5% and average energy 
conservation rate of over 60%.

Green design

Green public transportation

Light control

Energy use

Underground space has been 
fully utilized to ease urban traffic 
congestion.

The park set up a bus loop line 
and an "urban trail system" to 
ease traffic congestion.

Wastewater recycling

Domestic wastewater, after 
treatment and reclamation, will be 
used for landscape irrigation and 
replenishment, saving 30% of 
water.

Green environment

The park has over 30,000 
m2 of hanging gardens and 

50,000 m2 of green roofs, 
with a total green area of  

138,000 m2.

Shenzhen Bay Eco-Tech Park occupies 
a ground area of 200,000 m2 and a 
building area of 1.89 million m2. It has 
adopted multiple green technologies to 
highly integrate industries, business and 
ecology.

Building a Green Eco-
Tech Park in Line with 
"Sponge City" Concept

Case

Green management Green production Green construction Green workplaceGreen science & 
technology parks
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SIHC supports energy and environmental protection companies through equity 
and debt financing as well as credit enhancement, so as to boost green industry 
and environmental protection projects, and contribute to ecological progress.

Empowering Green 
Industries

SZHTI pays close attention to clients in low-carbon and green industry, supporting energy conservation and environmental protection, 
pollution treatment, new energy etc. Companies in relevant industries can therefore enjoy priority service in financing, financial 
guarantee and credit enhancement. 

Financing support

Guosen Securities (002736.SZ) is dedicated to providing financing services to environmental protection companies. SZHTI and SZCGC 
offer all-round financing services to SMEs specializing in energy saving, environmental protection and projects in construction waste 
recycling.

Financial guarantee & credit enhancement

Jiangxi Geto New Materials Corporation Limited is a comprehensive service provider engaged in architectural aluminum trims 
& moldings that offers green, eco-friendly, energy-efficient, highly accurate and recyclable products. As a sponsor, Guosen 
Securities backed Geto to raise RMB 1.078 billion in its IPO process, supporting the growth of green architecture industry.

Guosen Securities assisted Beijing Infrastructure Investment Co., Ltd. with the issuance of 2019 Green Renewable Corporate 
Bonds (Phase 1). All raised funds will be used in several rail transit projects in Beijing to increase efficiency in urban transport and 
use of resources. 

Debt Financing: Guosen Securities Facilitates the Green Bond Project of Beijing Infrastructure Investment 
Co., Ltd.

Equity Financing: Guosen Securities Facilitates the IPO of Jiangxi Geto New Materials Corporation LimitedCase    

Silver Lake in Shenzhen

SZCGC has financed 538 projects of environmental 

protection companies and raised ¥ 4.8+ billion.

SZHTI has provided financial guarantee for 831 
projects of environmental protection companies with a 

total amount of ¥ 5.6+ billion.

Guosen Securities (002736.SZ) 
served

SZHTI provided financial 
guarantee for 

SZCGC financed

planning to raise  with an amount of with an amount of 

13 green finance
 

projects in 2019

208 energy and
 

environmental protection 
companies

145 energy and
 

environmental protection 
companies

¥
 24.5 billion ¥

 1.61+ 
billion in 2019

¥
 1.4+ 

billion in 2019

Case    
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On May 13, 2019, Zhuang Guotai, Vice Minister of Ecology and Environment, Du Xiangwan, academician of the Chinese Academy of 
Engineering, and representatives from several Chinese provinces visited SSET Meilin Base.

Safeguarding city environment

The highly developed ICT industry in Shenzhen generates a wide range and huge volume 
of hazardous waste. As China's first professional organization that supports manufacturers 
in hazardous waste disposal, SSET keeps innovating in disposal processes and enhancing 
disposal capacity to protect our city environment.

Four hazardous waste management systems

Managing 
Hazardous 
Waste

SIHC and its subsidiaries engage in urban hazardous treatment and actively respond to 
environmental emergencies, contributing to building Shenzhen into a zero-waste city.

SSET was listed among model 
demonstration pilots for 
building Shenzhen into a zero-
waste city.

In November 2019, SSET environmental emergency response team was assigned a mission 
to treat hazardous industrial waste in Pingshan Section, Shenzhen Metro Line 14. The team 
successfully treated and cleared 2,300 tons of hazardous industrial waste including heavy 
metal sludge, waste organic solution and acid etching waste liquid properly and efficiently 
within 43 days, ensuring the safe construction of Shenzhen Metro Line 14.

Case SSET Facilitates Shenzhen Metro Construction

Environmental emergencies response

SSET has a specific environmental emergency response team for sudden environmental pollution 
incidents. In 2019, the team handled emergencies occurred in Guangming District, Shenzhen-
Shanwei Special Cooperation Zone, Bao'an Dachanwan Port Area and etc., effectively preventing 
cyanide-containing liquid waste, hydrofluoric acid and other highly-hazardous liquid wastes from 
entering the municipal water system.

Source 
management

Collection and 
transportation

Treatment and 
disposal

Emergency 
response

Recycling to support better urban environment

SSET recycles waste including copper, nickel and other precious metals to produce copper salt, 
copper powder and other products for selling, which effectively reduces the impact of hazardous 
waste on the environment. 

41 types of hazardous 
wastes as specified in National 
Inventory of Hazardous Wastes.

60%  of industrial 
hazardous waste generated in 
Shenzhen annually.

SSET has the capacity of receiving 
and disposing

99% 

11,000 tons of 
copper salts were produced in 
2019.

9  

environmental emergency 
events properly handled in 
2019

SSET was approved to set up 
the Guangdong Provincial 
Technology R&D Center for 
Recycling and Utilizing of Heavy 
Metal Wastes, and has invested 

¥ 
 160+ million.

Recovery rate of copper in 
copper-containing etching 
waste liquid exceeds 

As hazardous waste has been 
recycled and reprocessed, 

It manages more than 
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Protecting Urban Water Environment
SIHC and its subsidiaries have renovated the water supply system and addressed urban water challenges in a systematic manner, 
with an aim to protect urban water resources and contribute to a healthy and green urban water ecosystem.

Conserving 
Biodiversity
Orchids are mostly rare and 
endangered, and all wild orchids in the 
world are protected by the Convention 
on International Trade in Endangered 
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES). 
The Orchid Conservation & Research 
Center of Shenzhen is dedicated to the 
conservation and scientific research 
of endangered orchids, and has 
made important contributions to the 
protection and research of orchids.

Open Day of the Orchid Conservation & Research Center of Shenzhen attracts 400 students and citizens.

The Orchid Conservation & Research Center 
Of Shenzhen

Published 
 300+ academic papers, including

 2 
in Nature and

 3 
in 

Nature Genetics

The Center collects information 
about endangered orchid species, 
and has kept over 1,500 species of 
1.6 million orchids alive, as well as 
over 30,000 specimens.

Establishing an orchid 
conservation resource library

The Center organizes experience-
oriented education activities 
with communities and schools 
to raise awareness of wild plants 
protection.

Organizing education activities 

The Center found the Orchid 
Committee of China Wild Plant 
Conservation Association to assist 
in pooling orchid conservation 
resources.

Initiating Orchid Committee of China 
Wild Plant Conservation Association

The Center takes on responsibilities 
of ecological restoration, breeds 
endangered orchids, and repots 
them to their origins.

Restoring the ecology of 
orchids

The Center has established a 
live "gene bank" with the largest 
number of orchid species and 
living orchids.

Setting up a live "gene bank" 
of orchids

Shenzhen Water Planning Institute 
is one of China's first consultancies 
providing integrated design service 
of water system. In 2019, it invested 
over 100 million RMB in projects 
including Longgang River Black 
and Odorous (B&O) Water Body 
Treatment Projec t , Guangming 
District B&O Water Treatment Project, 
Luohu Dawang Sewage Recycling 
Project, etc.

Comprehensive water 
environment governance

Luohu Dawang Sewage Recycling Project Hong Kong Lady's Slipper Orchid (Paphiopedilum Purpuratum)

13,027 DNA samples 
of orchids and registered in the 
orchid conservation resource library

4,252 orchid
 

specimens preserved
Found

 3 
new 

species in the 
Orchidaceae family

Built 1 municipal-level key lab and is building
 1 

provincial-level key lab

Collected 

Published paper — The Genome Sequence of the 
Orchid Phalaenopsis Equestris in Nature Genetics
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CSR
Performance

2017 2018 2019

Unit: tons
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Water saved
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Unit: tonsSO2 emissions reduction

2019
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2017 2018 2019
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Orchid specimens preserved
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4,037
2019

4,252

Annual investment in 
environmental protection

2017 2018 2019

2019

Unit: RMB mn
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Total GFA of certified one-star 
and two-star green buildings
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Unit: million m2

2.33 million m2
2.33

1.65

1.29
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Our 
Actions

Our 
Achievements

SIHC continuously focuses on public services, carries out 
targeted poverty alleviation, and participates in public 
welfare activities. We make considerable contributions to 
build a better future for Shenzhen. 

Pooling Strength for 
Social Progress

Our Response to SDGs

Improve the quality of public goods and services to accommodate 
people's demand for a better life. 

Actively give back to society and reduce poverty.

Highlight individual growth and employee development, and 
protect their occupational health and safety .

Investment in poverty alleviation

Citizens served at SIHC cultural 
places 

Volunteer service time

Staff training participants 

3.48

33.04 million¥ 9,673 hours

260,000million citizens
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Contributing 
to Better 
Living 
Condition for 
Citizens

SIHC takes resolute steps to serve the general public. Through efforts including public 
services improvements such as exhibition services, transportation, sports, and education, 
we aim to help develop a humanistic society for our city.

SIHC leverages information technologies to provide safe and convenient travel experiences 
for citizens.

Better transportation experience

Using big data, Shenzhen Urban 
Transport Planning Center 
monitors road traffic, passenger 
travel, and traffic safety in real 
time to provide people with a safe 
and orderly travel environment.

Bay Area Development (Stock 
Code: 0737. HK) and Guangdong 
Provincial Communication Group 
jointly operate Guangzhou-
Shenzhen Superhighway and 
Guangzhou-Zhuhai West 
Superhighway, connecting major 
cities in the Pearl River Delta, such 
as Guangzhou, Shenzhen and 
Dongguan. 

In 2019, 124 bus stations and 385 
bus lines administered by the 
Passenger and Freight Center 
helped over 60 million passengers 
travel safely.

Better travel experience Quality highway service Upgraded passenger service

On July 1, 1997, Guangzhou-
Shenzhen Superhighway opened, 
marking a historic moment. The 
122.8 km superhighway connects 
Guangzhou with Shenzhen and 
Hong Kong at the Huanggang 
border, and runs through the most 
populous and prosperous cities 
along the way, serving as a major 
artery in the Greater Bay Area 
expressway network.

Equipped with automation 
technologies, such as the 
Electronic Toll Collection 
(ETC) system and self-service 
card issuing machines, the 
Superhighway makes it easy for 
passengers to travel in the Greater 
Bay Area. 

Guangzhou-Shenzhen Superhighway – Golden Channel that Drives Economic Developments in the Greater Bay AreaCase

In 2019, the average daily traffic volume 
stood at

100,000+ vehicles
 

Annual traffic volume totaled nearly 

40 million vehicles
 

The Company makes efforts to provide better environment for local education and facilitate children with access to fair and quality 
education. 

High quality education

Healthy life

SIHC Sports Center provides sports, gym, and entertainment services for both professional teams and individual citizens to meet 
diversified needs.

We also set our foot in new areas such as offering 
sport event management, co-hosting large-scale 
events, and organizing sports exhibition projects, 
bringing diversified sport and cultural events to 
citizens. 

We offer free or cost-efficient services, including 
football, track and field, basketball, swimming, 
tennis, and bowling.

In 2019, our Sports Center offered free entrance for 
over 300 days, attracting over 1.265 million citizens.

Shenzhen Sports and Health Lectures were given 
monthly for three consecutive years, with over 3 
million audiences.

Daily services

Diversified sport events

The First "Weekend Sailing Regatta" for Chinese Journalists

During the 11th Parenting Lecture event, 31 lectures were 
held for the public, attracting about 3,000 audience 
offline and over 620,000 hits online. Moreover, through 
salons, workshops and other activities, we help children 
grow healthier and happier.

Promoting advanced parenting philosophy

Shenzhen Experimental Preschool Education Group 
runs 22 municipal kindergartens, educating over 
10,000 children each year. 

Providing early childhood education

Happy time shared with children and teacher
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Inheriting traditional Chinese culture

We continue to explore innovative approaches to inherit traditional Chinese culture through operating cultural space and holding 
art exhibitions and cultural activities. With such events, we aim to cherish and pass on fine traditional Chinese culture in today's 
society.

In 1980, Shenzhen Lib-
eral Arts Gallery opened 
in Dongmen old street.

Liberal Art Culture Space

Looking back, since the infancy of Shenzhen Liberal 
Arts Gallery, we have been trying to bring new 
ideas and values to Shenzhen's culture industry. Our 
regular painting exhibitions never cease to ignite 
the passion for fine art and culture, and awaken the 
cultural consciousness and enthusiasm of Shenzhen 
citizens.

Shenzhen Shentou Cultural Investment Group 
integrates traditional and modern culture, and 
builds a multi-dimensional exchange space to 
enhance cultural connotations and humanistic 
atmosphere— Liberal Art Culture Space.

Liberal arts culture

Cantonese Opera on Weekends

Phalaenopsis Wilsonii Rolfe

Opera Live

2019 Autumn Tea Fair

The Orchid Conservation & Research Center of 
Shenzhen promotes inheritance and dissemination of 
Chinese orchid culture. It keeps an orchid valley with 
over 1,500 species of orchids. We encourage citizens 
to appreciate graceful flowers and nurture interests 
in natural science. They can also attend Chinese ink-
wash painting and lectures on orchid. Through such 
activities, we connect orchid culture with citizens' 
daily life. 

Orchids culture

A small piece of tea leaf carries the wish for friendship 
and cultural recognition. Chinese tea culture has 
earned international recognition. The 2019 Global 
Tea Fair China (Shenzhen) was held at Shenzhen 
Convention and Exhibition Center. The center also 
held the "Belt and Road"  Forum for International 
Tea Industry Cooperation and other activities, during 
which Aged Tea Museum attracted a large number of 
overseas tea lovers. Through such events, we set up a 
platform for international exchange of tea culture and 
promote Chinese tea culture.

Chinese tea culture 

With a long history, the Chinese Opera comes in many 
forms. Our theater holds performances of seven 
distinctive Chinese Opera forms, including Peking 
opera, Kunqu opera and Cantonese opera, and 
promotes valuable Chinese Opera culture to citizens 
on a regular basis.

"Cantonese Opera on Weekends" brings local opera 
troupes together to give performances on a regular 
basis free of charge, providing a valuable platform for 
Cantonese Opera inheritance.

Shenzhen Theater launched a live-streaming 
platform, "Opera Live". In 2019, it gave twenty-four 
performances via live streaming, with 3 million hits 
totally. This innovative approach drew the attention 
of young audience, and promoted Chinese Opera 
culture.

Chinese Opera culture
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We have been striving to alleviate poverty through developing and improving local business environment and education. We aim to 
help build a moderately prosperous society in all respects.

Poverty Alleviation

Poverty alleviation 
through industrial 
development

Poverty alleviation 
through finance

Poverty alleviation 
through better 
education

Financing enterprises in poor counties

In 2019, Guosen Securities provided IPO services for 7 
enterprises in poor areas.

Diversified farming species for income increases

In Heyuan City, SIHC supports joint-stock cooperatives 
to develop fruit planting, beekeeping, and chicken 
raising industries, creating income-generating 
opportunities for poor households. In addition, 
Shenzhen Jianan Group invited poor households to 
participate in the 7th China Charity Fair in 2019 to 
advertise their products.

Photovoltaic projects for poverty alleviation

Guosen Securities (Stock Code: 002736. SZ) has built 
the first photovoltaic power plant for Shanchi Village 
of Longchuan County in Heyuan City. The project has 
increased economic returns to the village by providing 
not only reliable source of electricity but also work 
opportunities to local poor households.   "Insurance + Futures" for risk management

Leveraging the futures market to hedge risks, Guosen 
Securities successfully helped farmers to mitigate the risks of 
price fluctuations.

Poverty alleviation through insurance

Guoren P&C provides customized family property insurance 
for poor households in Oroqen Autonomous Banner. In 2019, 
the company underwrote group accident insurance and 
vehicle accident insurance covering over 8,634 citizens in 
Khorchinto.

Donating for those who need education

Shenfubao Group provided funds to help 
construct Xishan Hope Primary School in 
Heyuansu Town, Guangdong Province. 
Through long-term poverty alleviation 
mechanisms such as the "Poverty 
Alleviation Fund for Poor Students", the 
Group supported poor students to continue 
their education.

Volunteering activities

Guosen Securities has sent three groups of 
volunteers to Markit County, Xinjiang to fill 
the gap in local teacher supply. Meanwhile, 
Guosen Securities has set up "Guosen 
Education Fund for Teachers" in the county, 
and invested RMB 5 million in rewarding 
outstanding educators each year.

Guosen Securities (Stock Code: 
002736. SZ) sent six employees 
as the first group of volunteers to 
support education in Markit County, 
Xinjiang. Since then, three teams of 
18 volunteers, have worked there 
for one semester. These volunteers 
effectively improved local education.

Education helps to alleviate poverty. 
Guosen Securities invests in local 
schools to help poor villages. Over 
the past decade, the company has 
invested over RMB 48.73 million 
in local education improvements 
through 25 projects.

——Li Qingqian, Guosen 
Securities Volunteer

——A sponsored student

Poverty alleviation through 
educational support is a long 
journey, yet it brings far-reaching 
impacts. Similar to planting trees 
in the desert, they both start with 
tiny seeds of hope. Over time, 
with nourishment, patience and 
care, these seeds will grow into 
trees, decorating the desert with 
greenness. 

"We sincerely appreciate your help. 
With your support, I will strive for a 
better future."

North Western China Where Dreams BeginCase

16+ acres of fruit 
fields were cultivated

5,000+
orange trees were planted

Annual honey production

500 kg

All 124 villagers of 35 households at Shima 
Village received poverty alleviation services, 
achieving

"Guosen Education Fund for 
Teachers" invests

Shenfubao Group sponsored

In 2019, the per capita income of poor house-
holds reached 

Collective income of Shanchi Village 

increased by nearly 15 times since 
2016

annually to reward educators in Xinji-
ang Uygur Autonomous Region. 

100% poverty alleviation rate
¥ 5 million

300+ students

and cultivated

9 college students¥
 12,600+

¥
 230,000

Poor households at the China Charity Fair Photovoltaic power plant in Shanchi Village
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Advocating Public Welfare Services

Volunteer service time

9,673 hours

Public welfare projects

156
Social donation

¥ 2.53 million

Voluntary service participants

1,422

SIHC Volunteer Alliance provides diversified services, including old clothes donation and community services. Our volunteers wish to 
convey the spirit of "dedication, friendship, mutual assistance and progress" through their actions. 

Our employees promoting garbage classification 
and environmental protection in local communities.

Volunteers at the 17th Conference on International 
Exchange of Professionals.

Eternal Asia (Stock Code: 002183. SZ) facilitates local economy growth through revitalizing local industries and business environment. 
It has launched the "38000 Strategy" which capitalizes on the supply chain to unclog circulation channels for industrial and agricultural 
products.

Support rural vitalization

——Zhang Aijun, Mayor of Meizhou City 

With Eternal Asia's strong supply chain system, special local products such as 
Meizhou's pomelo, Jiaying's tea, and Kedu's rice can eventually reach both 
domestic and international customers. Eternal Asia uses efficient circulation 
channels for our products, and has helped build Meizhou into "the production and 
supply base for high-quality agricultural products in the Greater Bay Area". Thanks 
to their efforts, now we can take strides toward better economic development. 

380 Supermarket in Meizhou, Guangdong Province

The innovative "supply chain+" retail 
mode brings the first 380 Supermarket 
opened in Meizhou, Guangdong 
Province, offering easy access to 
cosmetics, maternal and infant products, 
drinks and wines. This mechanism 
improves the consumption level and 
quality of life of villagers.

Introducing industrial products to 
local villages

Through the "platform + partner" mode, 
Eternal Asia has established a supply 
chain platform covering more than 320 
major cities and 38,000 towns across 
the country. The platform helps farmers 
expand sales channels by promoting 
their products directly to customers.

Facilitating agricultural product 
sales

The Fifth SIHC 1+1 Public Welfare Campaign"Care for pet life" campaign

Shenzhen Shenyue United Investment 
has built China-Vietnam (Shenzhen-
Haiphong) Economic and Trade 
Cooperation Zone. The project created 
nearly 30,000 local jobs during its 
construction phase, facilitating Vietnam's 
economic growth. The project aims 
to provide comprehensive services to 
domestic and international companies in 
the park, and has become an important 
base for the Belt and Road projects.

Serving the Belt and 
Road Initiative

In recent years, China-Vietnam (Shenzhen-Haiphong) Economic and Trade 
Cooperation Zone has achieved favorable results. It has a great potential to become 
a demonstration project for the Belt and Road Initiative. Going forward, we hope to 
continue to take the responsibilities of SOEs, and build a platform to support Chinese 
companies to "go global".

——Xiong Bo, Chinese Ambassador to Vietnam

China-Vietnam (Shenzhen-Haiphong) Economic and Trade Cooperation Zone 

In response to the national call of rural revitalization and the Belt and Road initiative, SIHC closely integrates its business advantages 
with regional development needs to better serve regional development.

Empowering Urban-rural Development
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Stimulating 
Employee 
Vitality

We aim to build an employee-oriented corporate culture, and are committed to creating a 
healthy, safe and harmonious office atmosphere for our employees.

We respect and protect our employees' rights. Through a sophisticated employment 
management system, we aim to provide fair promotion opportunities for employees and 
safeguard their rights and interests.

Employee right protection

Every employee is included in the Workers 
Congress, a mechanism to safeguard 
their rights to participate in and supervise 
company operations. 

Employee managementCompensation and benefits

We have provided competitive salary 
packages and medium to long-term 
incentive plans for our employees. We 
also fully implement the Mutual Medical 
Insurance Plan.

SIHC values employees' occupational health and work safety. We make sure our safety 
management is effective and lower the operation risk and safeguard the health of our 
employees.

Employee safety

We carry out various work 
safety inspections to 
investigate and eliminate 
hidden dangers.

Gym for employees 
and traditional Chinese 
medicine practitioners 
invited for employees' 
health.

We hold diversified events 
for work safety training.

Occupational 
health

Work safety 
training

Guarding against 
work safety 
accidents

18.2%

19%

¥
 170 million

¥
 45.87 million

260,000

100%

1,528 sessions

employees at our 
headquarters have 
overseas education 
background

top management 
personel SIHC are 
female

Investment in 
employee safety

Investment in staff training 
within SIHC system

Total participants in staff 
training 

Employee health 
examination coverage

Work safety training

Education 
background

33.52%64.77%

1.71%
8.52%

39.20%22.16%

30.11%

30 years old and under 31-40 years old

41-50 years old

Bachelor’s degree Master’s degree or higher

Associate college or lower Over 51 years old

Employee development

We continue to improve our staff training programs to provide customized courses that 
meet staff's needs, and boost their individual development. 

On September 11, 2019, the 
Annual Management Podium 
was held at SIHC University. Liu 
Suhua, Chairman of SZHTI, gave 
a lecture on "theory and practice 
of investment and financing for 
science and technology innovation 
enterprises". He elaborated on 
the value investing strategy, 
and shared his interpretation of 
Shenzhen's industrial growth 
history. 

Management Lecture with  SZHTI Chairman Case    

Professional 
training sessions

Multi-tiered 
training 
system

Talent 
designation

Employee 
development

SIHC University organizes various trainings, for example, Training Course on Vocational 
Ability Improvement. We jointly held 2019 SIHC Training Course for Outstanding Young 
Elites (Reserve Officials) with Shanghai Jiao Tong University to improve the professional 
skills of young reserve officials.

Our training program consists of three 
tiers. Training session designed for 
senior management is the first tier 
and focuses on improving corporate 
level strategic planning, decision 
making, and personnel management. 
Middle level staff receive second-tier 
training sessions designed for strategic 
understanding, goal decomposition and 
execution. New hires receive the third 
tier session dedicated to strengthening 
their technical skills.

Through the "two-way designation 
mechanism", young professionals 
from the headquarters are selected 
to core positions in subsidiaries 
and major projects. We also 
select outstanding young staff 
from subsidiaries to work at our 
headquarters, providing them 
with a comprehensive platform for 
professional growth. 

Age
structure
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SIHC is devoted to building a diversified working environment through organizing a variety of cultural and 
sports activities, helping employees develop their hobbies in off-work time.

We keep in close contact with our employees in difficulties and do our best to help them as they are part of the SIHC family.

Speech contests, sports games, mini marathons, and health management training sessions are provided to 
help foster staff's work-life balance.

Employee care
Diversified employee life

Work-life balance

2019 Mini Marathon in 
Shenzhen Bay  science & 
technology industrial parks

10 km Hiking

"SIHC Cup" 2019 
Annual Sports Game

Health Management Training Club

Wang Yongjian, Chairman of SIHC, visits kindergarten teachers and children.

Speech competition in 
commemoration of the 
100th anniversary of the 
May 4th Movement

Glamour

Wang Wenjie, General Manager of SIHC, visits retired employees.

Vigor

Endurance

Pressure 
Management 
Sessions
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CSR
Performance

762017

50 100 150 200

522018

2019 156

Public welfare projects 

2019

156

Fund for employees 
in difficulties

2017 2018 2019

2019

Unit: RMB mn

1.7

1.4

1.1

0.8

1.131.30

1.74

¥1.74 mn

4262017

300 900 1200 1500

2018

2019

600

Number of employees 
in voluntary services

2019

1,422
368

1,422

Investment 
in poverty alleviation

2017

5 15 25 35

2018

2019

2019

Unit: RMB mn

33.04

22.33

24.22

¥33.04 mn

Citizens served 
at SIHC cultural places

1.162017

1 2 3 4

2019 3.48

Unit: million citizens

220182019

3.48 million citizens
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A model of high-tech driven growth and a 
benchmark for innovative development. 

When building the Greater Bay Area and building 
Shenzhen as a pioneering city, we will leverage our 
resources and thrive to provide more comprehensive 
financial and fin-tech services and better-organized 
fund clusters. We will continue to develop science & 
technology industrial parks and promote major projects 
such as Shenzhen-Hong Kong Science and Technology 
Innovation Cooperation Zone, and Shenzhen Bay Super 
Headquarters Base, to help build Shenzhen into a 
world-class city renowned for innovation, creativity and 
entrepreneurship.

An example of beautiful city and a leader in green 
development.

With special focus on eco-friendly and sustainable 
development, we will consistently invest in environmental 
protection industries and cultivate leading enterprises. In 
addition, we will tap into the role of financial leverage to 
provide stronger financial support to green companies in 
energy conservation and environmental protection, clean 
energy, green transportation, and green buildings, to 
propel the sound development of the green industry.

A pioneer in SOE reform and an example of high-
quality development.

To seize the opportunity of SOEs and state-owned assets 
reform, we will systematically implement policies and 
measures in corporate governance, talent acquisition and 
management, incentive plan, investment management, 
and risk control, with special focus on delivering market-
oriented decision-making process and SOE supervision 
system. Competitiveness and innovation will remain 
our core engine for growth and ultimately drive our 
organizational success.

A benchmark for public services and an example of 
sustainable development.

Social responsibility fulfillment has always been 
recognized as part of our business model. We would 
strengthen our role in contributing to the public welfare, 
and help deliver better public transportation service, 
public cultural service, public recreation activities, and 
public health service in Shenzhen as well as the Greater 
Bay Area.

The one who aims high and braves hardships will secure 
the final victory. In 2020, we will remain true to our 
original aspiration and keep our mission firmly in mind. 
We will help develop Shenzhen into a pilot demonstration 
area of socialism with Chinese characteristics, and an 
example of a modern, powerful, socialist Chinese city, as 
a celebration of the 40th anniversary of the establishment 
of Shenzhen as a Special Economic Zone.

Outlook

As Chairman Mao wrote in his poem: "The 
strong pass of the enemy is like a wall of iron, 
yet with firm steps, we are conquering its 
summit", 2019 was the year that celebrated 
the 70th founding anniversary of the PRC and 
the 40th birthday of Shenzhen. Following the 
historical year, we will continue to implement 
the innovation-driven development strategy, 
and capture the opportunity of building the 
Greater Bay Area and building Shenzhen as a 
pioneering city. We seek to create an example 
of SOE reform, to be recognized as a Fortune 
Global 500 company, to serve the overall 
interests of our country, our city, and the 
industries we are in, and to eventually create 
value for society as well as stakeholders.
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Response to 
UN Sustainable 
Development 

Goals

127

5

8

9

10

11

15

16

17

1

5

6

Granted RMB 1.74 million to employees 
in need

2 Invested RMB 33.04 million in poverty 
alleviation
Donated RMB 2.53 million to society

3 3
Served 3.48 million citizens  at SIHC 
cultural places 
100% employees had social insurances
100% employees received health exam

4 22 kindergartens operated by 
Shenzhen Experimental Preschool 
Education Group provide education 
to over 10,000 children each year 
31 "Parenting Lectures" held 
publicly, attracting over 3,000 
audience offline and over 620,000 
hits online

Upheld gender equality, 19% of 
leadership roles held by women

Prevented cyanide-containing liquid 
waste, hydrofluoric acid and other 
highly-hazardous liquid wastes from 
entering the municipal water system 
to ensure the safety of urban water 
bodies

51 industrial parks built or under 
construction
Total assets of emerging and high-end 
service industries: RMB 82.5 billion
Innovation and research investment: 
RMB 1.08 billion

Supported new energy and 
environmental protection companies
Used renewable energy

Total revenue: RMB 196.8 billion,  an YoY 
growth of 174%
Tax payment: RMB 16.2 billion,  an YoY 
growth of 89%

Stuck to equal pay for equal work，
Aimed to eliminate workplace 
discrimination and forced labor
Provided volunteer services

Properly disposed of 164,000 tons of 
hazard waste throughout the year
Recycled hazardous waste and 
produced 11,000 tons of copper salts in 
2019
Adopted the concept of "sponge city" in 
eco-parks

Promoted clean production
Developed prefabricated 
building
Recycled construction waste

13 Promoted low-carbon projects 
to save energy and reduce 
emissions

Served the Belt and Road 
Initiative, and developed 
China-Vietnam (Shenzhen-
Haiphong) Economic and 
Trade Cooperation Zone

14
Participated in the 
comprehensive governance 
of urban water environment

Found three new species in 
the Orchidaceae family
Kept 4,252 orchid specimens

Strove to be a Fortune Global 
500 company
Deepened SOE reform
Leveraged diversified strategic 
cooperation

Feedback

Thank you for reading the Social Responsibility Report 2019 of Shenzhen Investment Holdings Co., Ltd. We 
highly value and expect your valuable opinions on our report and CSR fulfilment with an aim to achieve 
continuous improvement. You are welcome to fill in the form below and send your feedback by email or mail.

Dear Readers:

Your evaluation: 

1.Report structure

2.Information quality

3.Wordings

4.Format design  

Very good

Very good

Very good

Very good

Very good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Very poor

Very poor

Very poor

Very poor

Very poor5.General evaluation 

Contact information：0755-83883037

Address:Room 1806, No. 4009, Investment Building, Shennan Road, Futian District, Shenzhen

E-mail: yyang@sihc.com.cn

Your concerns and suggestions for this report:

Your suggestions for social responsibility work of SIHC:

6

1

Response to UN Sustainable Development Goals
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